Jet Noise Reports: September - October 2020
San Juan County and Other Impacted Areas
Since 2015 an increasing number of jet noise reports are being made from
residents of the Salish Sea region, using the San Juan County Aircraft Noise
Reporting Website. This report provides data broken out by reports generated
inside San Juan County and outside.
Here are some of the comments submitted by residents
of our region regarding Jet Noise. More comments begin
on page 9. They tell the human story. Please read them.
10:01pm Oct 8 I was rudely awakened by what I thought was an
earthquake. I looked at my alarm clock, the rumbling went on, and
on. Deep, threatening. Should I get up & out? Nothing was moving
just vibrating.Then realized it was Growler engine run up.
After last night- UNable to get to sleep/rest when I needed due to
continuous flights over my home in Anacortes- I am enjoying a small
headache from listening to same aircraft at work in Oak Harbor.
Now DISRUPTING my webex meeting. I can't hear.
Horrible Growler noise ALL WEEK. Twelve plus hours on Monday, all
Tuesday and Tuesday night, jets are not following flight paths and
are far exceeding 45-minute training blocks. Impacting daily life,
tourism and health of thousands in Port Townsend.
Quite loud jet noise woke up the kids. They wouldn't stop crying
and my wife and I had to go to work early the next day. Extremely
unacceptable!!!

Heading to my car from Skagit Valley Hospital- needed to cover my
ears in the parking lot with overflight of several Growlers- tearing
the night sky apart. 7:15pm Mt Vernon
Shocked from an early sleep by close overflight in Anacortespeaked 78db inside, over 70db for 30+ sec and over 60 sec over
60db. Nothing like the Prowler days. That was a navy lie- orders of
magnitude worse.
Kids aren’t able to do homework because of the extremely loud
noise that is also shaking the house.
10:26AM. OCTOBER 6. LOUD JET ROARING. PROLONGED JET NOISE
OVER SOUTH LOPEZ. IT IS NON-STOP. I have stayed in hotels right
next to Sea-Tac airport and I hear NOTHING LIKE THIS. LEGISLATORS:
Pay Attention!!! Navy is out of control.
S Lopez, 7Oct20, Wed: 12:06pm, Overflight - 88.6 decibels in the
house! Everything shaking! 12:34pm 72.8 dec., Overflight (again).
4:13pm, another overflight - 75.3 dec on house. 7pm - HUGE ROARS
in the house 75 - 85 dec. 9:22pm - ROARING 85d.
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INSIDE THIS REPORT:
Annual Comparisons
Monthly Comparisons
Reports by Type of Noise
Noise by Time of Day
Reports by Day
Map of Report Locations
Comments submitted with each report, revealing human impacts

The San Juan County Aircraft Noise Reporting website was approved in 2014 by the County
Council for people to have a reliable place for recording their reports and comments. Data
reports began in 2015.
gis.sanjuanco.com/aircraft-noise-reporting

In October, 2019, permission was given for people outside of San Juan County to use this noise
reporting website. We are seeing an increasing number of reports from the wider region.
This report is compiled by Quiet Skies:
https://www.quietskies.info/
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Jet noise reporting began in 2014 when San Juan County implemented a website for reporting jet noise. Data collection began in 2015. In the Fall, 2019,
access was expanded to people outside of San Juan County enabling them to enter jet noise reports with the result that the number of noise reports is
increasing, as has the number of aircraft at NASWI. This chart provides the simple totals of all reports in the database since 2015.
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Jet Noise Reports by Location
January - October 2020
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For example, submissions that
report noise 11:00 am through
11:59am are clustered in the 11
o'clock hour. Sometimes reports
do not include a specific time.
For those, related data may
indicate Day or Evening noise
disturbance, or Not Available.

Note that there are hours of
varying noise incidents. The Navy
persists in using “annual noise
averaging,” significantly
underestimating of the impact of
jet noise. There is no "average"
level of noise felt by residents in
this region. The noise is variable
and unpredictable.
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Another example: As
described in the previous
chart, the Navy persists
is using “annual noise
averaging” to justify its
statements of low
impact. As you can see
in this chart, there is no
“average noise” felt by
residents in this region.
The noise is variable and
each day is
unpredictable.
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This picture of the
Aircraft Noise Reporting
Map includes the larger
region. People outside of
San Juan County began
having access to the
aircraft noise reporting
website in Fall 2019.
This map is reduced to fit
this page. Thus, the
reproduction of the
multi-colored dots, which
signify noise reports,
minimizes the apparent
number of reports since
the dots overlay other
dots.
This map represents 7340
reports since August,
2019.
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Comments Submitted with September and October 2020 Reports

Some reports indicate decibel level. Lawnmowers, for example,
generally produce 90 dB.

9:28am. 9/24. AGAIN Anacortes Ferry dock. Another jet ripping the sky
apart. How do people live in Anacortes? Miserable. Stuck in a ferry line and
feel like we are being attacked. Hope we can leave soon. Telling a friend not
to move to Anacortes.

Some of the people who submit a noise report also list their home
address or phone number or e-mail. In this report, those personal
identifiers are deleted.

Jet noise every 10-20 minutes this morning, so loud you can't talk outside to
each other. In one hour we have heard at least TEN jets. Non-stop noise all
morning. HORRIBLE.

NOTES:

10:38am. 9/4. S Lopez. The blasts of jet noise are intensifying. I'm
distracted. Trying to work on a report & each blasts draws my attention
away. It's uncomfortable to wear headphones - is that what I have to do in
my own home to feel comfortable?
S Lopez, 15Oct20, Thur: 10:45am - 12:21pm. Constant NOISE ranging from
65 - 85 decibels in the house - 75d - 95 outside. Everything
shaking.Completely crazy making. NOISE continues at 6:55pm and 7:07pm 72.8 - 84.8dec inside the house.
Jets flying constantly since 0830 still flying @ 2200 it’s So loud the
windows shake. I could not hear the tv or talk on the phone all day .can’t
open my windows because of the noise. At 10pm I’d like to get some rest
but the jets still fly.
11:10am. Anacortes Cap Sante Park. Oct 20. Out for a walk in sunshine.
Suddenly two Growlers overhead, low, shrieking and roaring, heading
northwest-ish. So loud I had to cover my ears. Conversation with walking
partner STOPPED. Horrible.

10:09pm. 10/8 South Lopez. ANOTHER body-shaking vibrating roar from
NASWI. Growler engine runup of some kind. Woke me at 10:01. Now I am
fully awake. This is ABUSE by the Navy. No excuse for it. Legislators: you
wake up too! Acknowledge the damage.
S Lopez, 3 Sept 2020, Thur. 6 am - 6:20 am: Horrible to wake up to
ROARING at 6am. Easy to understand why this noise incites violence.
Senator Murray and Rep Larsen are doing nothing to protect us.
9:16am. Oct 27. ANOTHER ROLLING RUMBLING VIBRATING ROAR FROM
WHIDBEY. THE FLOOR SHAKES, I SHAKE. This is abuse that is condoned by
legislators. The Navy does not protect us, it abuses us.
Very loud rumble and vibration through the house. Can not sleep when they
fly and they fly until midnight or later. It is so stressful I feel like I am going
the have a heart attack. The dogs sometimes even cower when they hear
them (in the house).
I was teaching online classes and had to stop teaching for 10 minutes as it
flew overhead.
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Started again at 9 PM again tonight. Flying over my house several times
during the day too. So sick of this.
All morning, loud rumbling.
S Lopez, 24 Sept 2020, Thur: 7:55am ROAR, 8:46am 76.8 dec, 9:55am 10:30am OVERFLIGHTS RATTLING HOUSE AND BODY - 80 - 90 dec.
Unbelievable that this is allowed !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! More at 5:35pm, 5:36pm
and 7:12 pm
A beautiful fall day, where American citizens must scurry into the house,
close the windows, secure the animals and live in a bunker while they
destroy the climate, ruin our health and play war games over children going
to school.
Growlers off and on throughout the day. HORRIBLE noise, horrible
sensation, horrible disruption. Destructive to all living creatures.
Jet noise all day until 10 p.m. - unknown jet type flying over Camano Island
all day until 10 p.m., with growler rumbling and burning roar in the
background. Too much.
With covid, dangerous levels of wildfire smoke, dense fog... this additional
noise and pollution from the growlers. Is it really Necessary right now to
torture us Even more?
S Lopez, 15 Sept 2020, Tue, 8:20am: SMOKE, visibility zero. Growlers are
ROARING at Ault. There are not enough 4 letter words to describe the
depravity of the Navy in this situation. Breathing is hard. How do we stop
them?
Easily heard and felt growler roar over 50mph winds.

We had loud rumbling at 8.45, 11.00am. 11.10, 11.20, 11.25, 12.15, 12.30,
1.00, 1.30, 2.55, 5.00, and 5.15. Good lord, talk about noise pollution, it
went on and on all day. What are they doing to us ?
S Lopez,18 Sept 2020, Fri: 8:45am 65 dec, 9 am 68.9 dec, 9:16am 67.4 dec,
9:35am 68.2 dec, 10:12am 66.3 dec. This day started with a quiet walk. No
FCLP's scheduled. Peacefulness was shattered by the screaming jets. The
Navy is ruining our region.
The LOUDEST GROWLER I’ve heard all year just banked over my house!!!
GEEZ is this because I report the toxic NOISE?
Next round of FCLPs at OLF
This rumbling has been going on repeatedly all morning long- very
disturbing.
S Lopez, 4 Sept 2020, Fri, 8:50am - 10:30 am sporadic BLASTS and ROARS
66.4 - 83.5 decibels - louder outside. House shaking.
Aircraft are once again out of the flight pattern.
Engine run up blast
A beautiful morning marred by the noise of the obnoxious and unnecessary
aircraft. I need to work and think. It's hard to do with that going on.
"really disturbing. feels like the bowels of the earth are about to explode.
Crazy loud
8:55am, 9/18 Jet engine roaring already from Whidbey. South Lopez.
the growlers were loud all afternoon yesterday. Starting with early in the
morning, again, sometime between 3-5 AM Miserable.
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They have stayed no flight take off and landings but they have been doing
this the last two mornings through afternoon. To the point of coming in
from outdoor activities.
F*** em
"Go home. Spend this money on something worthwhile, like a vaccine.
It's now 8:58, and more rumbling. This is ridiculous."
Awful deep low frequency rumbling and low frequency shaking to the south
side of my house. Sickening creepy sounds of warplanes . Heard from
Anacortes. It was such a peaceful night up to now...

Pretty much constant low flying jets tonight
9:28am. 9/24. AGAIN Anacortes Ferry dock. Another jet ripping the sky
apart. How do people live in Anacortes? Miserable. Stuck in a ferry line and
feel like we are being attacked. Hope we can leave soon. Telling a friend not
to move to Anacortes.
9:29am. 9/8. Now another rumbling jet roar. This one going on and on and
on and on. The floor vibrates. Still going on. Engine run up or take-off.
Whatever it is it is invading my home. Legislators: how do you justify a
home invasion 14 miles away?
9:29am. 9/10. Rumble and Vibration of jet noise. South Lopez.

Roaring loud enough to scare my dog into the farthest corner of our
basement to hide

Go away!

"Getting multiple low Flyovers"

9:30am. 9/8. ANOTHER rumbling roar..they are coming on the heels of each
other. Prolonged vibrating roar. South Lopez.

Intermittent roaring starting right up- awful sounds in ways the Prowlers
never were. So much worse, so much louder, so much more in your bonesso much more disruptive to life, work and health then the Prowlers ever
were. Oak Harbor

9:30am. Very loud jet shrieking overhead. South endLopez.

Followed by more of the same approx 2 minutes later

9:33am Sept 24. Very loud jet roaring over the ferry dock at Anacortes. A
really big booming roar.

9:21am 9/24. At the Anacortes ferry landing and WOW the roar of a jet
overhead. Incredibly loud. Had to hold my hands over my ears. I was
startled.
It was so nice and quiet over the long weekend. Too bad it had to end.
9:27am. 9/8. HUGE and extended rumbling roar and vibrating wall of jet
noise. Here we go with the War again. South Lopez.

No scheduled flights my ass! Flying circles around fidalgo resulting in
constant jet noise at 930 at night. F*** em!

Sounds like there is some kind of horrible metallic vacuume cleaner in the
sky- such awful sounds. Very distracting. Distrupting thought processes at
work this morning (and so many others.) Oak Harbor
9:36am. 9/10. Consistent jet roaring and waves of noise. South Lopez.
9:37am. 9/25. We are getting a lot of noisy rumbling here on South Lopez.
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9:38am. 9/10. South end Lopez. Very noisy skies with jet noise, rumbling.

Doe Bay Orcas Island WA

Second of two flyovers in less than 10 minutes

Disrupted working from webinar. Caused loss of work.

Last session lasted roughly 30 minutes. Now starting next set of FCLPs at
OLF. The constant roar of jets is so unbearable at times. Too warm to have
all the windows closed but too loud to have any open.

This has been going on for at least 30 minutes

Kenmore can't even fly due to smoke and pollution, what gives the right to
the frigging navy to ignore this. The smoke of war?
very sustained and therefore very noticeable. additional rumbles following
as i writ this
Put a muffler on the JETS! This is ridiculous
couldn't get the map to work. live in langley, near fairgrounds. yesterday
during day and started up today (9/1about 10am?).
10am. Sept 8. South Lopez. LOUD RUMBLING VIBRATING WALL OF JET
ENGINE NOISE.
Disrupted sleep two nights in a row.
S Lopez, 10 Sept 2020 Thur 10 - 11am: HEAVY SMOKE from fires- constant
ROARING 75 - 80 dec. 10:30 -11:10AM, 82.3 dec in the house. Noon- still
ROARING. Feels like Dante's Inferno. Heavy smoke mixing with toxic Navy
exhaust. Why is the Navy flying!
"On 9/24 the jets flew throughout the day
I was in the house but had trouble talking with my Mom on the phone
because the noise was so loud inside my home.
very stressful to be hearing this for long periods of time"

Extremely loud flyover while we were walking in park followed by several
more distant rumbles as more growlers flew over.
S Lopez, 9 Sept 2020, Wed, 10:15am : The ROAR begins again. Heavy smoke
continues. Navy continues to spew CO2 and exhaust into our air. 2pm 2
Growlers - extremely loud overhead. If they don't care about us - do they
care about their families air?
Multiple fly overs causing excessive noise that makes it difficult to work
outside the house.
I'm working in the school library, and the noise is the worst I've heard in a
long time! We're used to hearing them fly over during recess, but today's
flyover was TOO LOW and TOO LOUD.
Jets roaring overhead, screaming around. What a dreadful thing to inflict on
our county and neighboring counties. THIS IS NOT HEALTHY. ALLOWING
THIS SORT OF NOISE IS INSANE.
Inside - had to stop meeting Multiple flyovers.
Separate incident from 10:12am flyover
Growlers LOUDLY BANKING over N Lopez in a flight pattern over My home
for 10 MINUTES! Disturbing my grandsons play and annoying me
tremendously. Another jet overhead as I write. This is ridiculous!
"Continual jet noise for extended period of time. We as a country should be
spending untold amounts of tax $$ on this!!!!
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We are in a pandemic! Global warming!! Wake up!!!"
This is ridiculous - Flying directly overhead - According to their EIS they only
fly over the straits. Somebody needs to fix their GPS in their planes.
North Lopez. 10:23am. Sept 24. Jet overhead. Deep and intensive roar.
Disturbing.
Every day, several times. Need to stop outside activity because of very loud
noise.
Loud and disruptive pass overhead. Unnecessary to be this close especially
on a day when low cloud cover only exacerbates the noise!!
Obviously, the Navy doesn’t do noise abatement!
Repeated low overflights, painfully loud inside the house

10:30am. Sept 8. The rumbling vibrations hitting our home continues. LOUD
right now.
"Rattled windows
jets kept circling around for about 1/2 hr
10:32am. 9/4. S Lopez. We started earlier today with jet roaring blasts
from Whidbey. I'm here to report "There's another one!" What is so
disconcerting is that the sound/noise is like the roar of an earthquake. Now
at 10:34, there's another one.
Lopez Village. Sky is filled with jet noise. Due to low clouds I can't see it,
but the noise is intense.. The roaring noise lasts a long time. 10:32am. 9/24.
More jet NOISE! Constant for 15 minutes

10:25am. 9/30 Lots of jet engine rumbling in the sky. Constant. S. Lopez.

10:33am. Sept 24. Just got rid of the jet noise and now here is another one.
An even bigger roaring deafening noise. Lopez Village.

And yesterday it was jets screaming overhead. Seriously, can't you figure
out something better to do with all this money you're quite literally
burning? You may not have noticed, but there's a pandemic going on.

This is the week to target Lopez Village by the Growlers evidently. No one,
and I mean no one, should be subjected to these terrorizing jets.

Third set of FCLPs starting at OLF. Too loud to go to sleep.

There has been some very LOUD jet noise thunder in the skies this morning.
Very disturbing. Sept 28. South Lopez.

"this time there were 5 in a row spaced
about 5 mins apart , extremely loud rumblings coming from Whidbey naval
airbase.. Shook my deck under my feet, I had to cover my ears it was so
painful.
What is it ?"
sustained rumble

Very very loud
10:41am 9/11. LOUD jet roaring over South Lopez.
My god it's every five to ten seconds. It's an infestation of horrible,
obnoxious, expensive, POINTLESS noise and misery. Go home. Use the
money for something useful. Stop playing stupid war games.
The start of FCLPs at OLF
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Horrible noise in Port Townsend, affecting thousands of residents and
discouraging tourism. Severely impacting our property values and way of
life, loss of sleep, inability to go outside or open windows on hot nights. No
more Navy support from us.

10:53am. September 24. Mid-Island Lopez. In the car, radio going, and
suddenly we are interrupted by an intense jet roar. There are clouds and
rain, so the jet is unseen, but there is no mistaking a low-flying Navy jet
noise.

I was watching a pod of orcas near Ledgewood Beach for about 30 minutes.
The growlers came and started touch and goes. After the second aircraft the
whales went down and I didn't see the again.

10:54am. 9/4. S. Lopez. Is this what people who live in a war zone feel?
Hearing the roar of the nearing jet? The body vibrating? The roaring from
Whidbey continues. Blasts and Booms of jet noise. This region IS A WAR
ZONE.

Jet noise every few minutes since 10am
Three ear shattering growlers flying roughly East to west. Had to cover ears
of you d person while inside house.

10:54am. 9/8. This rumbling roar is going on and on. Prolonged vibrating
noise.

Low and loud

And also at 10:44am, 10:52am and several other very low, ear shattering
flyovers this morning

10:48am. 9/29. Percussive LOUD roaring jet above S Lopez. I am not looking
out the window but it sounds like more than one jet. At any rate, it is loud
and prolonged roar.

Another 2 really loud rumbling sequences . Sounds like jets all revving their
engines at the same time

10:48am 9/11. How can I be in an interior room in my well-insulated home,
with no windows, and still get an ear-ful of LOUD jet noise overhead? Navy
is flying jets over us that do not belong in a populated area, much less socalled peaceful islands.
Nearly constant loud and disturbing flyovers this morning. It is
unacceptable! They are continuing now at 10:54 AM.
10:52am. Sept 8. Another jolting vibrating roar from Whidbey.
Stop DESTROYING our peace!! IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO GET AWAY FROM YOUR
HORRID NOISE! WE NEVER AGREED TO BE PAWNS IN YOUR WAR GAMES!!
GET YOUR DAMN NOISY JETS OUT OF LOPEZIAN SKIES!! LEAVE LOPEZ
ALONE!!

Horrible roaring this morning. This noise is such a destructive form of
pollution. The noise and vibration are disorienting, painful and stress
inducing. SHAME ON POLICY MAKERS WHO SANCTION THIS DREADFUL
NOISE.
Several flyovers throughout the day. Frightened livestock. Disrupted
activities.
10:56am. 9/4. S Lopez. This time a very long booming roar. It is still going.
Still going. Blasts from the take-off and roaring as the jet gains altitude. Still
going.
10:56am. 9/22. S. Lopez. BOOM. Sounded like an explosion. And then the
roar of jet noise.
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10:57am, 9/10 South Lopez. More jet rumbling. A noisy morning. Makes
me feel depressed about what the noise will be today.

huge heavy cart with bad wheels slowly rolling down the hallway.The floor
vibrates. It's loud.

10:57am 9/11 ANOTHER LOUD jet flying over us. South Lopez.

Constant engine run up roar. No relief all day

Low rumbling and vibration nearly all day and still continuing at 9:43 PM

S Lopez, 28 Sept 2020, Mon: 11:32am Overflight, 75.6 dec.

CONSTANT BETWEEN 10:30 - 11:30 am

S Lopez, 16 Sept 2020, Wed: SMOKE & JET NOISE CONTINUES - 11:35am
76.8 dec, 11:40- 11:50am Steady Roars, 1:55pm Overflights 75 - 80 dec,
2:56pm 72.3 dec.

Constant low roar for over 2 hours on an otherwise beautiful morning
11am. 9/8. South Lopez. Another rumble and vibration shaking us up.
11:03am. Sept 8. S. Lopez. Continued rumbling of jet noise from Whidbey.
Lots of low flyovers, sometimes 2 jets, very low, generally heading west
11:06am. 9/8. S. Lopez. Jet roaring overhead. LOUD. LOUD LOUD
11:15am. 9/4. South Lopez. Continuing my reporting of continuous jet
roaring. Vibrating NOISE is entering my home. Is this what living in the San
Juan islands is all about? Jet Noise?
This low but disturbing rumble has been going on intermittently for at least
the past 3 days, continuing into the late evening sometimes.
11:15am. Sept 8. Extremely LOUD jet roaring over South Lopez.
11:19. 9/4. Another vibrating ROAR from Whidbey. This is abuse.
Excessively and painfully ear cracking loud.
11:20am. Sept 8. ANOTHER loud jet over South Lopez. LOUD ROAR.
11:30am 9/4.BIG loud jet roar. Here's another analogy. You are in a building
(hotel, office, hospital). Your door is closed, but suddenly you hear & feel a

11:39am 9/16. A HUGE rumbling roar. I felt it first, wondering what was
wrong in the house. Discovered rumbling vibrating roar coming from
Whidbey.
11:40am, Sept 2. Periodically this morning loud jet roaring in the sky. Right
now a huge roar, the roaring is rolling around in the air. Cannot get away
from it. South Lopez.
Two days in a row. Very distracting
another morning of constant flights some only seconds apart.i was up half
the night because of how upset i was by yesterday's assault and now it is
happening again. please help me. please stop hurting me.
S Lopez, 23 Sept 2020, Wed: GROWLER BLASTS @ 11:44 & 11:53am. Then
steady roar from 12pm - 4 pm. Insanity
Fourth day of incessant noise on Marrowstone Island from the Growlers
flying out of Coupeville.
Stop.
11:49am 9/11 South Lopez. ANOTHER loud jet over us.
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We were out working in the yard when FCLPs at OLF started. The Navy's
schedule said early afternoon not before noon! Can't finish project due to
extreme noise! When is the Navy going to become that good neighbor they
keep talking about?
11:51. 9/11 South Lopez. AND AGAIN. ANOTHER loud jet over us.
11:55am. Suddenly a BIG booming roar from a jet overhead. It was a long
deep roar, lasted a long time.
Go away. Or use mufflers
11:56am. 9/11. Apparently we have been selected for the Navy's torture
program. ANOTHER LOUD JET ROARING overhead. There is no reason for
this. There are other unpopulated areas for these jets to fly.
11:59am. Sept 9. Constant jet thunder in the air. Low rumbling, like a slow
coal train rumbling by a block away. Very disturbing. CONSTANT. S. Lopez.
11:59am. South Lopez. I have been annoyed by low rumbling of jet noise off
and on. Distant thunder. very annoying.

Just the begining of FCLPs at OLF
12:08pm. 9/11. SHRIEKING AND SCREAMING JET OVER US. THE APPROACH
SLIGHTLY DIFFERENT THAN THE OTHERS. Lower, I can't tell because of
smokey skies. High pitched scream, then a long roar.
12:10 9/11. Are these jets just circling over us? ANOTHER loud roaring jet
overhead. South Lopez.
12:14pm, September 9. South end of Lopez. The Navy must be running a
lot of jets around just south of us because the air is full of deep-throated
swooping and roaring noise. It's a noise I cannot get away from, even
inside.
12:18pm. 9/4 S. Lopez. The jet roaring continues. Even with my doors and
windows closed, the noise invades my home. Deep, rumbling roars.
"Wow 5 more events, 12.35, 12.40, 12.50, 1.00 , 1.05 Enormous rumblings
all day
what is going on ?"

My 3M earmuffs couldn't even block the noise.

Also 12:35pm

12:04pm 9/11. ANOTHER LOUD JET ROARING OVER US. South Lopez.
Completely unacceptable

Suddenly a HUGE ROARING JET NOISE fills our home. 12:31pm, Sept 28.
Deep in thought over a data problem and I was distracted. These jets are a
disruption. We think the islands are peaceful; they are not.

12:07pm. 9/11. ANOTHER LOUD ROARING JET OVERHEAD. South Lopez.
This is ABUSE.

12:32pm, 9/15. Just heard and felt a boom of jet noise from Whidbey. So
far away, but the noise comes right into my home. South Lopez.

Still thundering.
Loud and disruptive, again and again , every 4 min

S Lopez, 22 Sept 2020, Tue: 12:34pm - 2:12pm - SCREAMING, ROARING
GROWLERS 76.6 - 89 decibels mostly overflights. Thank goodness for BOSE
ear protection.

So much for the peace and quiet of Watmough
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Extremely loud metallic shrieking of EA 18Gs passing over Skagt Valley
Hospital/Clinics. Disturbing conversations-communication through the
building. Multiple passes lasting few minutes over span of 30 min or so.
Very disturbing. Mt Vernon

Relentless noise pollution! Forced to go indoors.

12:35pm. Sept 22. At the ferry landing on Lopez. A tremendous Booming
roar and vibrating wave of noise. I was walking on the path above the ferry
and it shook me.

F*** em

"Outrageous! So loud! So life disrupting!
"Also at 12:50pm
12:43pm flyover was very, very loud"
12:40pm, Sept 22. Ferry landing. Lopez. WOW another huge wave of jet
noise. Shook me.

1:08pm. Sept 8. LOUD jet roaring over South Lopez. Roars echoing all
around.

F*** em x 2
Doe bay , Orcas Island Wa
1:15pm. 9/21. Loud jet roaring. Was out bike riding but was disturbed by
jet roaring. Kept thinking there was a car roaring up behind me. Very
distracting. Just trying to get some exercise and the jet noise was right there
in my head. South Lopez.
More absurdity. So loud there can be no justification.

After last night- UNable to get to sleep/rest when I needed due to
continuous flights over my home in Anacortes- I am enjoying a small
headache from listening to same aircraft at work in Oak Harbor. Now
DISRUPTING my webex meeting. I can't hear.

And another.........................

Disruptively loud

windows rattling

Doe Bay Orcas Island Wa

Loudness was measured inside the house with windows closed

Impossible to be outside even to change the water on the plants! Hunker
down until its over!

Also noise/roar at 1:57pm (not nearly as loud at the 1:52pm noise)"

12:49pm. Sept 2. LOUD jet roar in the sky. S Lopez.
12:50pm. 9/4. All morning, and now into the afternoon. Another rumbling
vibrating jet roar hits us. South Lopez.

"1:30pm flyover very very loud
1:47pm flyover very very loud

All day so far.
Extremely loud and annoying, disrupted business call.
All day long.
Flyovers
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Training needs to be moved to a location at least 50 miles from civilian
homes.

So... the heat, the smoke, and the pandemic really aren't stressful enough?
Now we need this? Land the plane, and use the money to help people.
You're just wasting money on games.

Terrible noise in low flyover

Incessant roar, on top of covid and wildfire smoke at unhealthy levels.
Please stop!

Can’t even hear myself think, let alone anything else due to the extreme
noise that accompanies the growlers. One after another flying overhead this
afternoon...Argh!!!

We are now at 5 minutes of rumbling with two pauses of about 10 seconds
each.

1:54pm. 9/11. South Lopez. LOUD jet overhead. Roaring.

2:01pm. Sept 9/ LOUD SCREAMING JET NAVY JET OVERHEAD, RIPPING
THROUGH THE SKY. TOO LOUD!!!! South Lopez.

Low flying passes over point colville

Direct flyovers Lopez

Growlers are roaring, shaking the house, overwhelming all other sounds.
The air is already unbreathable due to wildfiresmoke, and GROWLERS ARE
ROARING IN OUR REGION FURTHER CONTRIBUTING TO AIR POLLUTION UNCONSCIONABLE.

"This noise has been going on for three days non stop.

Loud rumble, quite annoying
1:56pm. 9/11. South Lopez. SCREAMING jet overhead.
15 Sept 2020, Tue, 1:56pm - 2:01pm Steady ROARING 74.6 - 80.4 dec.
SMOKE, FOG and screaming jets. Despair
Stop already!!
Ah, nothing like enjoying the smoky skies of climate change hell, but wait!
There's more! How about the horrible deep roar and house shaking
intensity of some Growlers to add to that dystopian experience! So
delightful!

Please have some consideration for your neighbors.
It is making our pets and us nervous hearing the constant rumbling .
Thank you "
2:09pm. 9/11. Shrieking jet noise. Ear-splitting. Now roaring. Overhead,
South Lopez.
Intermittent low rumble, louder than normal, and I think I can feel it
through my feet on the floor.
"Start of FCLPs at OLF.
Hot, smokey, and too loud!
6:30pm. 9/1 S Lopez. Had to work all day on reports. Wish I could just sit
outside and be at peace,.but the Navy is shooting off its jets now. Rumbling
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roaring in the skies. Unpleasant to be outside. This is supposed to be a
peaceful environment.
S Lopez, 2 Sept 2020, Wed, 6:30pm - 9:10pm: No FCLP's scheduled at Ault
steady roaring which did not stop at 9:10pm. We went to North Lopez to
try to sleep and get away from the hideous roar. Could still hear it.
Bring in the animals, close all the windows, find earplugs... go into bunker
mode so that they can have war games in my backyard. Life disrupted!!
"Can't even hear each other speak outside.
6:30pm or so. Sept 2. South Lopez. I was outside. Huge explosive jet roar ,
then the screaming roar of a jet ascending toward somewhere. Very loud.
3-4 Hours solid of LOUD Rumble, from about 7-11pm. This has been going
on for 8-12 days, at this decibel. And at a lesser decibel for longer.
Aggravating. When the West Coast is on FIRE, this is how we use our Navy/
Resources??
My sheep freak out every time there is a growler producing an extremely
loud penetrating after burn sound. This us not healthy for humans or
animals!
7:15pm. Out walking and WHHHHOMP, Big noise of jet roaring to the
south. Long roar. Looooonnnnggg.

Loud jet roars this evening. South Lopez.
The start of another might of fclp at olf
First of next round of FCLPs at OLF.
Starting a late night run again? This is ludicrous.
Horrible Growler noise ALL WEEK. Twelve plus hours on Monday, all
Tuesday and Tuesday night, jets are not following flight paths and are far
exceeding 45-minute training blocks. Impacting daily life, tourism and
health of thousands in Port Townsend.
Could not carry on a conversation or hear tv until growlers passed over—for
about three hours
A beautiful night outside with friends. Trying to have a conversation.
Peaceful night sullied by the roar. Roar can be heard inside the house as
well.
So loud my daughter and I cannot have the window open. Disrupting her
ability to go to sleep.
Rediculous starting up again after 8PM. It's bad enough all day ong but all
night too?

S Lopez. 7:16pm. 9/24. LOUD jet engine rumbling, like massive thunder
storm in the skies. Very loud.

8:26pm. 9/24. SCREAMING AND ROARING jet directly overhead right now!!!
The noise took over our home. This is an invasion. The Navy is an atrocious
belittler of the citizens it is supposed to protect. The Roar continues.
DEAFENING! Mud Bay. Lopez.

Very deep rumbling thunder from jet activity on Whidbey. Felt it in the
floor. It walked right into our home. S. Lopez 7:18pm.

We need a break!"

7:35pm. 9/15 South Lopez. LOUD jet roar.
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Waves of jet noise is roaring into our home. Sounds like jets are doing
acrobatics just south of us, but the noise travels like a wall of jet noise,
invading us. South Lopez.
Doe Bay Orcas Island

your office just might be a landing pad for jets? I feel jet noise aimed at me
today.
A beautiful fall afternoon interrupted by loud growler noise. How sad.
Disrupting working from home zoom meeting

o loud. Couldn't hear within our own housee miles away. The facts provided
by the Navy are inconsistent with actual decible readings. Why isn't
anything done about this? Are the politicians afraid reporting the truth and
the reports of citizens?

Not as much noise but fairly low and dirty exhaust. It’s hard to estimate
actual altitude.

Please stop flying near OLF. You are not protecting us. Your poison on
protecting us is recreant to any common-sense notion of protection. YOU
DO NOTHING BUT DESTROY THE QUALITY OF LIVING HERE. GET A MORAL
COMPASS AND ABANDON YOUR SOCIALPATHIC WAYS.

This noise disrupts working from home. Since working from home is the
only option the disruptions are causing a great deal of lost time and loss of
money. The need to provide for my family outweighs the need of this flight
training.

2:15pm. 9/11. South Lopez. LOUD LOUD LOUD jet overhead. Continuous
parade.

terrible and terrifying. sounds like a whole fleet all over the sky.

Day and night... will we ever get 24 hours' break from this?
2:19pm 9/11. South Lopez. ANOTHER LOUD jet roaring overhead.

Saw the stupid barnett editorial. Nobody is buying it. It the planes were not
so loud there wouldn't be so much resistance. Impressing whom with the
noise? Russians, cavemen??? Who?

Disrupting working from home with the loud rumble.

Very loud, disruptive to my conversation

2:27pm. 9/11. How am I supposed to concentrate on my work with these
jets roaring overhead. This one sounds like it is ripping the sky apart. TOO
LOUD. GO AWAY. South Lopez.

It's still roaring over after two minutes. Loud, disrupted activities.

Right over LOPEZ again. We are not supposed to be on their flight path.
ENOUGH

The vibration is hurting my ears and stomach "

2:28pm. South Lopez. ANOTHER LOUD ROARING JET OVER SOUTH LOPEZ.
LEGISLATORS: Tell me this: Could you do your work if you felt the roof of

Doe Bay Orcas Island Wa

"Continual very loud rumbling from2:51 - 2:58 where the volume of rumble
lessened somewhat, although still joisy

2:54pm Almost constant today. A LOUD DEEP rumbling roar of some sort
of jet engine activity at Whidbey. What are they doing, just letting the
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engines run? It is annoying. It is like having a coal train slowly lumbering
along in my front yard.

trying to sleep next to the engine room. That is what it is like on Lopez.
Constant Thunder. Like NOW.

Doe Bay Orcas Island wa

My god, enough with the rumbling already. Just an undifferentiated growl
in the sky, over and over and over again. This used to be a peaceful place.
You people lied to get your stupid plane; it'll come back to haunt you.

Start FCLPs again today.
Doe Bay Orcas Island Wa
Oh my god, seriously, it's been all day. Things are oppressive enough
already. All day, rumbling.
Jet noise complaint
Oh, joy! Just what I want to experience during this week of hell. Please stop!
AAAAAAAGHGHGHG!
Way loud!!!
Second LOUD LOW Growler over N Lopez
3:10pm. 9/9. I was just outside and all I hear is the sky rumbling with jet
noise. Really, the Navy is an awful neighbor. How can I live so far away
from NASWI yet still have to listen to their noise? NAVY NOISE POLLUTION.
Lopez.
At the recyclers. Very loud.
Stopped by rhodendron park this afternoon, didn’t pay attention to the OLF
schedule, the noise was so loud we ran for the car. Ouch!

rumble and vibration this afternoon after last evening and more planes as I
am writing this.
From 3:30 on the noise was unbearably loud. Doing yard work felt as though
we were under attack. Living close to the national paark should be peaceful,
not warful.
Very loud and disrupted activities. Strange, or maybe new flight pattern on
path 32 - heading for transit center and Parker road before turning left,
which required afterburners.
"Extremely loud. Frightening the animals and cause them to run in distress.
Unacceptable.
Sometimes the tree tops sway so it makes me wonder about safety.
What can one say? More jet noise at a volume that is unacceptable. How
anyone can justify this is beyond reason.
Incredibly loud. So harmful. Simply inexcusable.
Same pattern as the one 5 minutes before.

3:15pm. 9/11 South Lopez. TWO MORE Jets, one after the other, over us.
LOUD!

The noise is disturbing the peace inside my home.

3:21pm 9/28. You saved money & purchased a room on a fine ocean liner
for a lifetime cruise. First night you realize you are going to spend 10 days

Very loud jet over Mud Bay, Lopez. High pitched roar.

Absurdly loud! How can you?
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3:54pm When I can hear a jet loud and clear in my own home, with doors &
windows shut, & the TV on, and when that roaring noise goes on & on, I
know it is a Navy jet. Commercial jets or local planes do not make that
much noise. TOO LOUD! S. Lopez.

4:23pm. Sept 21. Jet noise in the skies. A constant machine like roaring.
Headache. South end of Lopez.

Obscenely loud. Appears to have been done purposely and not required for
training.

It’s now 6:55pm and the jet noise has been ongoing since the 4o’clock hour.
Disruptive and annoying.

"FCLPs at OLF
Extremely loud over our house once again."
FCLP is hellish over Central Whidbey
Noise for days on end. Sometimes as today a low wall piercing rumble that
can't be escaped even in a building with windows closed. Other times more
of a screaming noise that disrupts sleep and other activities. The last couple
weeks have been hell.
"working in my garden and had to wear hearing protection outside
very exhausting as it went on for an hour and even with ear muffs it was
LOUD!
Super stupidly loud and harmful. Shame on you.
Have you no conscience?
Low-frequency Sound wave energy rumbles my house.
Two growlers passing over head within ,three seconds of each other starting
next round of FCLPs at OLF
This harmful noise is unnecessary. How can anyone justify it when there are
alternative?

I have a headache now...

I have to work outside in my yard as a counselor because of COVID... our
session was interrupted, interfered with by plane flights which lead to
increased heart rate, adrenaline and perpetuate trauma . I cannot protect
vulnerable clients from this.
Earsplitting (dangerously loud) noise noted coming out of the dentist in Mt
Vernon as 2 Growlers flew over in tandem- on their way to the home of far
too many for one place. NAS Whidbey. Stop civilialian harm. Send then
where people don't live.
S Lopez, 10 Sept 2020, 4:32pm: Overflight 89.3 dec in house. 98.6 dec.
outside. Unreal, heavy smoke, screaming jets - A WAR ZONE! And then they
did it again at 4:43pm. Add Covid to the mix - total insanity . . . Navy as
enemy.
4:32pm 9/32. We have jets roaring up there near us. Lots of noise in the
skies coming right into my home. South Lopez.
4:34pm. 9/11. AN INCREDIBLY LOUD JET ROAR IN THE SKIES, AS IF THE
SKIES ARE BREAKING OPEN. Don't pilots know what altitude to fly so as not
to cause deafening noise on the ground? Don't they know anything that
helps the humans? Do they care?
I’m inside and still have to plug my ears. This is getting ridiculous..there
must be some compromise or solution..These jets are just too loud
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Constant noise for a couple of hours, disrupting my ability to talk to clients
as I attempt to work at home, and creating agitation and upset in my child
trying to play outdoors.
4:45pm. 9/11 South Lopez. LOUD JET ROAR.
Third LOUD LOW GRowler
This is the third fly over this afternoon. Very disruptive
Is it the same jet flying over again?

HUGE Roar overhead from some military jet. This was NOT a commercial
jet. Over Costco. Startled us. 5:40pm or so on Sept 22.
5:45pm or so. Outside. HUGE jet roar from Whidbey. South Lopez.
2 very loud semi low flying growlers. Stopped conversations and waited for
them to pass. This has happened often at this location in the past. This is a
public place with many out door activities such as restaurants, farmers
markets, library....

So loud we can’t even have a conversation inside our home when these
aircraft are flying and there’s one flight after another. Extremely disturbing!

Though not nearly as loud as it gets here- IMPOSSIBLE to hear much of the
Zoom call with the rest of my group in Mt Vernon- from our Oak Harbor
office. Medical clinic in Oak Harbor.

Ridiculously loud! Stop! Stop! You should be ashamed of the harm you're
causing!

The rumbling and vibration went on for at least 6 hours without stop. It is
ruining Camano Island.

Go away!

Absurd! Stop!
Please!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

How can you not care about the fact that covid, and now wildfire smoke
(not to mention the insanity of politics) is stressing people and making them
very anxious and upset. On top of all off that you have to do war training
over civilian areas?

Terrible Noise! Can't eat dinner! Too noisy! How could you be okay
disrupting sleep and meals and family and friends trying to cope with all the
crisis?

This was ridiculously loud. No need for this.

Doe Bay Orcas Island Wa

Walked out my door in the Village only to be blasted by a Growler
overhead.

Insanely loud! Knock it off! Now!

So freakin loud its not even interesting, just sad
"Walked back inside, starting to do dishes, when I thought the windows
were going to shatter from the loud blast inside my home!!! What an
absurd and obscene thing to do to one's citizens.

P-8. Reasonably quiet, but still right overhead.
Starting again at 8.45, then 9.10, then 9.25, then 9.35 Can't sleep the noise
is not just a sound but also a vibration through my house ! They have to
stop this !
Jet noise
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Low and right over the housetops!!
Two flyovers within seconds of each other. Now starting FCLPs at OLF.
Starting this at bedtime? A terrible neighbor you are.

I'm woken up almost every early morning around 3 AM by these
47thousand dollar a flight misdirected bombardments to freedom.
"I FEEL LIKE I’M IN A WAR ZONE!!!

"Start of FCLPs at OLF.

Multiple GROWLERS flying over my home at dinner time no less! This is
f”&@king ridiculous......."

Another night of extreme jet noise over our house."

Couldn’t hear the presidential debate on TV

Sept 8. Roaring jet noise in the skies this evening.

I just put the kids to bed! Please leave us alone. This is poor behavior.

Very very loud tonight not sleeping again because of the jet noise
First of next FCLPs at OLF

Unbelievable long roar......drowned out tv and ability to speak INSIDE...ran
outside to see if I could see what it was....MUCH loader longer than any
growler type sound I have ever heard.

Loud rumbling that permeates the entire house. Started at 8pm and will go
through at least midnight. 4th night in a row no sleep due to the jets. This is
not Freedom.

Unable to watch TV

Jet noise,

They are circling over my house and it hurts the ears inside the house.

AFTER A DAY OF SMOKE ALERTS, YOU HAVE TO FLY NOW WHY??? PEOPLE'S
STRESS RESPONSE IS ALREADY ON RED ALERT FROM THE SMOKE. YOU ARE
INHUMANE.

They could be at this for hours"

Audible at the dinner table, windows closed, music on. Ongoing, at this
Noise is almost unbearable no sleep for 3 nights this week noise 24/7 can't
they move these jets further one. Generator our my window every night.

S Lopez, 29 OCT 20, Thur: Another long day of trying to stay sane in the
midst of endless noise. 8:47am - 11pm we endured 14 hours of noise with a
few breaks. NOISE LIKE THIS IS A WEAPON AND IT'S AIMED AT US. We
need help to save our homes.

3rd time this week woken up by these war sounds
I'm woken up almost every early morning around 3 AM by these
47thousand dollar a flight misdirected bombardments to freedom.

"Extremely loud.

The noise makes it hard to do virtual meetings.

Startled dogs and horses, they were outside of their designated practice
zones.
Please, I am begging you to stop the noise from these jets. It is frightening
to my family and animals. Three little girls at my house started crying
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today., they were so scared. Please take your practice and go somewhere
else.

Loud, agitating, can’t sleep
Too loud too late!

One after another SCREAMING JETS so LOUD I can’t hear the Presidential
Debate!!!

Unable to sleep despite closed windows and ear plugs

We got about 12 hours of no growler noise. Last night the flights continued
well after dark. Jet noise started 8:45 this morning.

So loud I can not sleep for the third night in a row. How are people
supposed to get up and work with no sleep and they fly during the day. It’s
like a war zone.

"8:49am Oct 29. S Lopez. Skies are roaring with jet noise, rumbling from
Whidbey.
Several other jet noises around this time
Noise blasts rattled furniture in house
rattled windows
S Lopez, 27Oct20, Tue: 9:07am - 10:43am RUMBLING & ROARING - Rattling
the windows- Living 12 miles from Ault gives us zero protection from the
noise or the cancerous exhaust that flows across Rosario Straights.
9:10am. 10/27. In an enclosed room in my home, no outside windows or
doors, I am suddenly shaken by a thunderous roar, rumble and vibration
that throbs and throbs and throbs. Like bombs going off, like a rolling
earthquake. Navy jet engines. S Lopez.

It has been a very long day of unending noise--tonight it is particularly
disturbing!
Thanks for ruining my picnic!
Loud low rumbles late night to the point I can not sleep again. This is the
third week in a row they are flying every night of the week.
Flying directly over the house. Have daughter visiting and can't even have a
conversation INSIDE our own home. Is this legal to do to people?
No rest for the weary- sinister, sickeningly loud warplanes, one after
another shredding Anacortes skies. I would hate this if I did not need rest
to work- but I do and I am clearly not going to get it for now.
"As if all the smoke and wind was not hard enough for people now the night
has to be filled with extreme noise pollution!

point, nearly 20 minutes.
8:57pm, Sept 1. NOISY skies. Can't have the windows open even though
the cool air is needed...just too much jet noise. It's LATE!!!!
FCLP starting again at OLF

Low, annoying rumble INSIDE the house. A disruptive loud noise outside the
house.
Trying to sleep! Way too loud. Very disruptive. You

This has been going on for 20 minutes.
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9:13pm. It's dark so I can't see it, but a VERY LOUD jet is passing over my
home this evening. I could hear it coming, and as it is apparently moving
away I can still hear it. LOUD!
Unable to hear television due to aircraft noise
9:15pm. Sept 2. ROARING jet noise!!!! It's NIGHT TIME. Time to sleep!!!!
If training this late at night is required then it needs to be moved to where
there is no civilian development.

9:30pm. Sept 2. The ROARING continues from Whidbey. What are they
doing? revving up EVERY JET???
"9:30 PM Growlers? After an all afternoon assault? Give us a break!
One after another shrieking, sky shredding warplanes torturing the
landscape after 9:30 pm. This is abuse fit for an enemy. We are not the
enemy.
Constant noise day and night.

Likely growlers, loud enough to disturb sleep with windows closed

Trying to sleep but the noise was really loud.

Too loud too late.

Rediculous! At this hour? What the heck!

This is getting ridiculous. How much longer is the peace and quiet INSIDE
OUR HOUSES going to be destroyed by these flights????

"20 minutes to 10PM! Trying to sleep. How can you do this?

Late too. Get real!
9:24am 9/24. Well, it seems like it is the pattern this morning. The Navy is
pounding Anacortes. Just had another jet over us. This time it sounded like
the sky was ripping apart. So loud! So threatening.
S Lopez, 7 Sept, Mon, 9:25pm - 11pm - 70.8 dec - 80.3 dec inside. We are
engulfed in smoke from Calif fires. Growlers are spewing 12.5 metric tonnes
of CO2 / per Growler into our air every hour. Navy doesn't care about what
we breathe.
Some awful deep rumbling thunder palpable in the south side of my home
in Anacortes- all the way up here can tell Coupeville is being pummeled.
9:30 pm. Navy violence on a civilian landscape...
TOO LOUD, TOO LATE IN THE EVENING

Noise is continuous and loud enough to disturb normal activity, even with
windows closed.
Constant rumbling and vibrations off and on throughout the day and night
for the last 2 weeks.
Horrid jet noise destroying our lovely South Island peacefulness. Despicable.
I could hear jets with my windows closed and stereo playing.
OMG, just as it quieted down for a bit you are starting it again???? It's 10:45
PM. Why don't you just let us know what time we can bother going to bed
without disturbance. It's louder than earlier this evening!
overhead growler was disturbingly loud. It flew right over the house. It is
now 10:15 pm and the growlers are still flying and very loud. We can hardly
carry on a conversation. Please fly these noisy planes somewhere else.
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One after another- metallic shrieking, ear splitting thunder, over 90 dB
inside, 9:45 pm, no way to sleep. This is treatment fit for an enemy. We
are not the enemy. Anacortes
Extra loud tonight. Sounds like they are going to take the roof off.
Love the sound of the Navy. Please tell them to keep it up. Love the sound
of freedom. Hit the afterburners!
Here we go again. The start of a new session of FCLPs at OLF.

jets flying past 10 pm -- no regard or respect for residents who need quiet
for sleep!!
not the worst it's been, but my head still hurts. You will be hearing from me
again when it is the worst. Port Townsend may be 10 miles from the field,
but there is no buffer when living near shore. According to the Navy water
amplifies the noise.
Loud prolonged rubble disrupted sleep.

Very loud, and all day long!

The noise went on from 10 pm for a solid hour. Impossible to sleep with the
constant noise. I have never heard it go on continuously for so long.

House-shaking vibration coming from the direction of Oak Harbor.

Disrupted my sleep.

9:54pm. Sept 2. TREMENDOUS JET ROAR FROM NASWI. Are we going to
be allowed to sleep? The Navy doesn't care.

It's late, it's hot, it’s smokey from forest fires. 3 planes are circling for
awhile. They are loud, rumbling and non stop. We can't sit inside and open
windows, we can't sit outside. We can't sleep. Why are you adding to the
pollution. Go away.

ALL EVENING, BUT I ONLY WORK DURING THE DAY!
This is insane ! I’m visiting whidbey island And renting a vacation rental and
I will never ever Come back here due to the jet noise. I am not a noise
sensitive person nor do I have PTSD and even so it is utterly intolerable.
Shame on the US navy
The disrupted activity is SLEEP! Growlers are ridiculously loud over a
populated area
Good grief, I've been waiting for the noise to stop for over an hour now. I
have to get some sleep. Constant rolling rumble like thunder. It's raising my
stress level when I need to relax and go to bed.
9:59pm. Sept 2. South Lopez. The skies are ROARING with jet noise. Just
endured another BLAST, as if the world is exploding. LEGISLATORS: you are
enabling the Navy to abuse this region with your silence.

S Lopez, 10 Aug 2020, Mon: 10:00pm - 10:23pm Extremely loud Growlers
woke us up. It's a summer night, windows open. Everything is shaking in
the house. Noise easily 76 + decibels.
Is this ever going to stop?
Likely navy growlers, I suppose.
The noise is non-stop and unrelenting. It prevents sleep and interrupts
conversation in my own yard. It disrupts peace and well being.
"FCLPs still going at OLF
This has been non-stop for over an hour"
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10:04pm. Sept 2. THIS IS WHEN PEOPLE SLEEP AND THIS IS WHEN THE NAVY
IS BLASTING US WITH JET ROARS. South Lopez.
some fine young service person just flew WAY off course ... is that
retribution for my complaint? we need peace for our children and our
grandchildren ... why not fight for true peace instead of war?
"We'd like to be able to sleep without hearing this noise INSIDE our well
insulated house!
10:07pm. Sept 9. The JET NOISE IS ROARING IN THE SKIES. IT IS TOO NOISY
TO SLEEP! South end. Lopez.

It has been an unbearable day...does it never end
The growlers made it impossible to sleep last night. I slept poorly all night
after that rough start. Here they are again tonight at 9:15 PM. This is the
fifth night in a row I will have trouble getting to sleep with their incessant
rolling noise.
F*** this shit
10:19 PM!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
"FCLPs still going on at OLF.

10:08pm. Sept 2. South Lopez. The bombing continues. The blasts from
whatever they are doing with their jets is continuous. This interferes with
sleep.

Too loud to sleep, read, watch TV.

This has been going on much too long and much too loud. I should not have
to hear this inside my well-insulated house.

"This has been going on much too long. It needs to be stopped so people
can sleep.

Extreme levels of noise going on for days and days, for hours and hours.
Going well past noise ordinance time parameters, keeping kids awake on
school nights and parents awake when we need to get to work early in the
morning.

Isn't this supposed to stop at 10pm? This is really outrageous.

So loud we could not sleep. Also various times during the day.
10:11pm. Sept 2. S Lopez. A night of jet noise ABUSE. I am shutting all doors
and windows on this night, and will have to wear headphones if I want to
get to sleep. This is how we live on Lopez when the Navy is at war with us.
Ridiculous.
Insanity!

My nerves are shot. Enough is enough this week which is the third week,
and we will have more of the same next week."

"Hi
It's 1030 at night and there still a lot of noise outside.
What time do you stop flying?
Thank you

So loud on Marrowstone Island for the past two nights we have had to close
our windows and doors in order to sleep. And then it is too hot to sleep.

FCLPs still going on at OLF
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"Unbelievable....just simply unbelievable
It is obvious when the EMF tech is being used and when it's not. Right now
it is ON. Though the noise decibels are not high here in Port Townsend, my
ears are buzzing and soon it will be my brain, and then I cannot function.
PLEASE STOP HARMING US
"Went to bed around 10 p.m., took hearing aids out, tried to sleep, engines
roaring and rumbling overhead. Sound would come, then fade, then come
again,...
WWIII, Apocalypse Now, ""what has Trump done now""?

Disrupting my ability to sleep!- night after night! Stressful and unhealthy for
citizens of this country. And this during a pandemic?!
Enough, already! This has got to stop. Commercial airline pilots and
astronauts use sophisticated flight simulators - so can jet pilots. It would
save millions of dollars and our peace and quiet. If that isn’t feasible, then
move base to Kansas!
The jets are flying over and near my home and at times I am unable to hear
the television. For the last hour it has sounded like constant rumbling
thunder, with the occasional nerve rattling flyover.

SOS: Please stop it."

FCLPs still going on. The roar is so loud. We would love to open our
windows and go to bed. Just too much! Too loud!

"FCLPs still going at OLF.

It's much too late for this still to be going on. How can anyone sleep????

David S

This late night noise that seems to be becoming a regular occurrence is
interfering with enjoyment of the evening, and now sleep.

Too loud to sleep. Too hot with windows closed. Argh!"
Terrifying when two jets cross paths over our house. And having two jets
going over at the same time increased the table and roar. So much for the
Navy being a good neighbor.

From around 9:00 to after 11:00 PM, I could hear the constant roar of
airplanes over my TV. When I was going to sleep at 11, they were still going.
Extremely loud. I don't live next to an airfield and don't expect to be
disturbed like this.

Considering the massive air pollution and the huge amounts of smoke in the
air, to have the growlers flying this late at night at a time like this is really an
insult to the community tonight.

Too noisy to get to sleep causing health related problems cause by Growler
induced noise sleep disturbances the the Navy should pay for.

Likely growlers, loud enough to disturb sleep with windows closed.

Sounded like a growler but not as low as when doing FCLP

10:38pm. Sept 9. Very loud jet over Mud Bay, Lopez.

low level of EMF's - not as bad as it is sometimes, but still not healthy.
effects mental clarity, mental function.

Noise has been constant for over an hour. It is well past normal civilian
quiet hours.

It’s time to sleep for people that live here. And the heat engines run up still
going on...
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Ridiculous!!! Really?!? We were outside doing chores, plane fly much too
low, spooked the animals, so loud we couldn’t talk to each other!!
Too loud for comfort. Have to retreat to a back room to listen to podcasts.
" Disrupted a ZOOM meeting this evening 6 to 7pm.
Disrupted a meditation walk 10:30 to 11:30 am.
It’s pretty awful."
This new pattern 14 is HORRIFIC, especially for those of us who endure
pattern 32 on a regular basis. In our well insulated home, we can not even
hear the movie we are trying to watch while socially distancing due to covid
19.
VAQ-129 ops needs to reload their mission cards because the map
waypoints have them way outside the approved pattern.
F*** em
All kinds of bull shit flyovers tonight. F*** em!
Doe Bay Orcas Island
Rumble lasted for a few minutes.

Disrupted live remote work session because of the loudness.
Many loud flights late evening.
Deception Pass State Park- kayak class disrupted for 5 min by very loud jet
noise/thunder ripping through the skies. Saturday morning.
Tinny metallic roaring as only the growlers do- minimally (for a growler)
hurting the ears for 20 sec at a time, at work this morning in Oak Harbor.
Makes work difficult and unpleasant.
After being woken from sleep 3 times last night by nearby navy growlers in
Anacortes- they are testing our patients trying to care for patients this
morning in Oak Harbor- shredding the skies with aircraft after aircraft.
Can't hear during work from home meeting.
Heavy, loud and repetitive flights. Disrupting communication with
customers on phones.
The peace of a long awaited day off is already wrecked by ruinous sounds of
Growlers treating western Washington as a giant private military reserve.
Anacortes, near ferry terminal. 10:15am. Thank goodness I am leaving to
home to go camping.
Decatur Island

Shocked from an early sleep by close overflight in Anacortes- peaked 78db
inside, over 70db for 30+ sec and over 60 sec over 60db. Nothing like the
Prowler days. That was a navy lie- orders of magnitude worse.

The map is not working."

Went on for about five solid minutes.

"Outrageously loud! Unbelievable!

Sounded different this time, super long approach and pass. Timed it and it
was 2 solid minutes of loud jet noise while it flew overhead and away. No
big deal at 2130... F*** em

"Startling and stressing us and the animals. It's insane!

Decatur Island
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people who fly growlers over my bedroom should be killed F*** everyone
who reads this you are all complicit evil monsters who get off on torture
and you never help
All day yesterday until 11:00 PM and all day today - every 15 - 20 minutes!!!
Stop the jets over Camano.
Been flying all morning different jets. This time a pattern of 3 just flew over.
No o e could hear our customers on the phone. We had to stop
conversations.
Loud ass airplanes!
Decatur Island 98221
Pamela and James
The map function is not working."
11:20am. Anacortes Cap Sante Park. Oct 20. After two roaring jets 10
minutes ago, here is another. Again heading northwest-ish. So loud it hurts.
That's it. Leaving the park. Walking in Anacortes is dangerous.
Knock it off
11:30am 10/ 20 Anacortes. At Walgreen's, excessive jet roar over us. This is
3rd incident of excruciating noise during our visit in Anacortes. How can
people live here? Last year stayed in B&B in Anacortes, tortured by noisy
jets in the late night.
The sound of war disrupting a peaceful walk.

Punishingly loud and pathetically disturbing. Humans doing this to humans?
"Ridiculously loud and stupidly unnecessary. Such destruction carried out by
those tasked with protecting.
All morning. A parade of harmful flights. Over the skagit valley.
Unforgivable.
The Navy’s destruction of our environments is wholly unnecessary.
how many more times will it happen today
Husband had lung cancer surgery on Monday. Home now trying to rest and
recuperate. Impossible as windows rattle and walls shake. Just the start of
FCLPs at OLF.
Utter non-sense
Beyond the ususal episodic disturbing bouts of noise- today we have had a
few nearby flyovers becoming extremely loud inside our medical clinic- well
over 80db, impossible to hear one another or our patients. Horrible place.
Oak Harbor
Rocketing madness across the sky and projected everywhere, up down and
all around!
Ridiculous!
Impossible to work outside Tuesday and Wednesday. Even inside it was very
frustrating.
Start of FCLPs at OLF

These noise assaults are extremely difficult to endure for those best able to
cope. For many many adults, for children, and for the environment, it's
simply an unfair fight.
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I went to close the window but it was already closed. No one should have
to live under these things. Flying right over the house, just above the tree
tops. Where is the noise monitoring?
Stop!

Doe Bay Orcas Island
All day noise at a sickening level again here in the beautiful Skagit Valley. So
many beautiful places are now toxic dumps for the Navy and it's growlers.

Severe jet noise. Loudest I have heard in this area. Repeated

2:23pm, Oct 21. Anacortes Ferry Dock. Just fell asleep again in the car while
waiting for the ferry and woken again by loud jet roaring overhead.

Stop!

Having to suspend outdoor activity.

Start of afternoon FCLPs at OLF. Time to move inside and close all the
windows and hunker down.

An agonizingly slow tearing open of the sky, spilling large toxic sound over
an area inconceivably expansive.

Way to west of mapped flight path. Very low very loud directly over our
house.

More FCLPs at OLF

just drop bombs on anacortes and get it over with you strafe it every day
like you want to nobody deserves to be tortured like i do every day and
night i never recover from the noise it is always echoing inside me
Noise pollution from EA-18 G FCLP has caused us to suspend outdoor
activity.
Repeated loud rumbling all afternoon
Next session of fclp at olf started. Way too loud. Finally some sunshine and
we can't be out to enjoy it. Also, very stressful to my husband trying to rest
and recuperate after surgery.
Oct 21, 1:58pm. At the Anacortes Ferry. LOUD Navy jet. Trying to sleep in
the car and WHOOOOOOM, Loud and persistent jet noise.
The exact sound of F-18s circling at a distance, rumbling constant waxing
and waning thunder heard over about 30 minutes disturbing the peace of
Rainbow Falls State Park- west of Chehalis. A Friday afternoon.

Flying a pattern that does not go right over our house but does fill the sky
with roars and rumbles. When they head back to NAS often they will fly
right over head. You can never tell when it is safe to be out.
Shame on the Navy for dumping its toxic waste on everyone and everything.
Yes, there is another way. Have the courage.
How can anyone associated with the decision to not move the growlers
elsewhere live with the damage they're causing the people and the
environment they claim to protect?
2:56pm. Oct 21. Still at the Anacortes Ferry Dock and here's ANOTHER
roaring jet overhead. How can people live here in Anacortes? The jet noise
is horrible!
3pm, Anacortes. Oct 21. Very loud Navy jet roaring overhead. Glad to be
leaving Anacortes!
Too loud to be excused in any way.
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Here in the beautiful Skagit Valley, since July, every day of the week, all day.
Never on the weekends. This weekend, Saturday and now Sunday. Give us a
break!
On beautiful walk through forest disrupted by jet roar
"For those of you who read these comments, we over here in the Skagit
Valley have been hammered all day. The flights picked up to a much higher
level in July and never ceased.
Please do something about this destruction and harm. Please."
Extremely loud jet noise, not commercial, heard for 2 days while hiking the
Blue Glacier trail to Mt Olympus, deep within Olympic National Park
boundary. Is there no where left in WA state to get away from military jet
noise? A travesty.
Numerous overflights of my house in afternoon and into the evening. Also
flew in front of house that were very loud and disruptive. Even my sound
cancelling headphones were not enough to drown out the noise.
Starting again. My poor husband. He needs rest and that is impossible with
growlers flying overhead.
"Navy notification said fclp were flying night! This is not night!
So hard to plan life when they keep ignoring their posted schedule.

After full day of interruptions from horrible growler noise in clinic in Oak
Harbor, only advantage is doing add on/emergency surgery cases in Mt
Vernon this evening is maybe it will be Quiet when I get home to Anacortesprobably close to midnight.
We were walking our dogs by the Quillayute airport and suddenly there was
a shattering sonic boom. We were all shocked to the magnitude of it. The
dogs were terrified and trying to run off. Hopefully this doesn't happen
again. Thank you. Sue
Two little ones followed by a big one, right over my house. (I wouldn't care
about the occasional flyover like this, except because the growlers violate
our peace, I will complain about all military craft that I can hear. Ever. Until
it stops.)
Extremely loud even inside the house. Well-insulated house.
3 jets flying over our house. We are in the no fly zone.
"You should be ashamed of yourselves for doing this much harm to your
fellow americans, and their homes and their environment, and their way of
life.
How can you do so much harm to others and so much damage in so many
ways?

We plan our outside time around that schedule. So frustrating."

"The sound in the sky and all around is the equivalent to dumping toxic
waste into a pristine stream. You're just harming your fellow human beings
unnecessarily.

Why is FCLP happening at OLF? Your schedule states NIGHT. What good is a
schedule if you don't sick to it? We need to plan our lives around avoiding
the toxic noise, which is incompatible with normal activities of daily living.

This has been going on sporadically all day. PLEASE STOP!

Too loud. Too bad this insanity is excused.
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Extremely loud and disruptive. It’s stressful enough in the world. Who
needs this amount of activity from the Growlers? There are better places in
this huge land of ours to fly and not bother people, animals, life!!! Go away.

No more jets!

every time i hear a growler i feel like my head is being scraped out, my chest
is being stomped on, and my intestines ripped to shreds. it is the sound of
pure evil. only monsters would torture me like this week after week year
after year. help me.

five times today i was tortured out here even on saturdays navy scum make
sure i never relax or feel safe anywhere indoors or out you are the most evil
people on this planet i never did anything to deserve being tortured day and
night eleven years

Beautiful sunset. Horrible noise.

Flying low over residential area.

Please stop!!!!!!!!!

F*** em

my daily life proves nobody has any regard for human life. rick larson is a
warmongering scumbag proud to sign off on endless military buildup in this
state and every other politician is just as scummy. i hope your children
suffer as i have and do.

Engine run up Ault and flyovers

Too loud to listen or talk.

Another might of extremely loud FCLPs at OLF

"Intermittent disturbance of thoughs, conversations, ability to care for
patients all day in OH medical clinic. Just now disturbed zoom meeting with
my colleagues in Mt Vernon.

I have paid for an online music class. Argh! Can't hear teacher. Just the start
of more fclp at OLF.

Oak Harbor is a terrible place to try to work if not a jet pilot."
Cant hear tv over jets flying for 2 nights now. Noise rumbles for several
minutes. They should not be flying over the olympics or over Sequim!!!
"Awful ringing, metallic, thought disrupting, anxiety provoking, sinister
sounds of multiple EA18-G aircraft. A plague on this part of the world.
Can hear it, can feel it, sometimes need to plug ears to protect hearing. Oak
Harbor early evening."

Too loud by far!!!!

Obnoxious
I am taking an online class. Can't hear! Can't think! So frustrating!

Intermittent up to very loud racket from navy Warcraft- ongoing and
despoiling the peace and the night in Anacortes- evening.
Terrible, sinister thunder, deeply shaking, vibrating the south of my home in
Anacortes. Very disquieting and anxiety provoking, This causes release of
Cortisol- a stress hormone associated with cardiovascular illness when
present over time.
Heading to my car from Skagit Valley Hospital- needed to cover my ears in
the parking lot with overflight of several Growlers- tearing the night sky
apart. 7:15pm Mt Vernon
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Extreme loud rumble
Flights are a serious impact on quality of life.

The usual horrible deep thunder coming from the south, can feel it in the
bones. 7pm. Anacortes. This constant abuse does not belong in populated
civilian areas.

Loud enough to disturb inside our closed house

WHY are these war machines allowed to disrupt our lives?

Disruptive. Entirely unnecessary

Kids aren’t able to do homework because of the extremely loud noise that is
also shaking the house.

Constant rumble now
Again late evening and so loud that kids are having trouble with homework.
They seem to be flying lower than allowed. Couldn’t sleep last night and will
be the same today unfornatley.
Such a lovely evening in Anacortes- except for this incredible noise that
sounds intermittently like the sky is tearing apart, or the world is ending
somewhere to the south of my home. Navy wrecking our peace. Anacortes
before 8pm-?

Less noise than usual but still loud inside house.
Carrier landing practice over Coupeville was painful. Ears still ringing.
Disrupted indoor activities
So loud and obnoxious. We are not supposed to live in the flight path.

Gettin multiple jet passes and jet liner passes tonight. F*** em both

Leaving work late in Mt Vernon- can hear awful rumbling thunder- sinister
sounds echoing from the West- From Whidbey with Growlers poisoning the
night sky, audible all the way over in Mt Vernon 8:30pm

Endlessly disruptive

"Continuing FCLPs at OLF

Endlessly noisy

Can't hear television or music.

Walking from hospital to clinics outside in the afternoon- heard deep, loud
sounds like explosions from the South. If I did not know that to be navy
Growlers with afterburners banking and turning- I would assume something
awful. Mt Vernon

Too loud for conversation.

Unbearable loud circling. Raising my blood pressure and causing my
daughter ear pain. STOP PLEASE"

FCLP over Ault Field is creating noise pollution here in Coupeville. Loud and
8:14pm, Oct 27. South Lopez. Very loud jet roaring overhead. A long roar.
Dark, so I can't see it. But it is louder than the TV.

Constant loud rumble. Will not be able o sleep until they are done. Usually
11pm- 2am. Hard to work with little to no sleep.

Disrupting sleep attempt
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The jet disturbed important phone conversation w another person. There
were 2 flights over my house at 8:15 pm and 8:23 pm. Also called NASWI
Noise Complaint Desk and left vm about the noise pollution.
8:17pm. Oct 29. South Lopez. Loud screaming jet overhead, then a long roar
as if it was turning and heading another direction. Very Very LOUD.
Sleep? Not allowed to us. We aren't the enemy. Why are we treated to this
harsh noise. There are many remote locations where the Navy can conduct
its missions that do not so negatively impact many taxpayers and patriots.
"Extremely loud. Ear plugs, Advil PM, windows closed, pillow over my head
- this is how I will approach going to bed. Hearing jet noise again at 8:26pm.
ANOTHER LOUD JET overhead tonight. GO AWAY!!!!! It's late!
8:30pm. Oct 29. Loud jet roaring. Annoying and Disturbing. South Lopez.
8:32pm. Oct 29. S. Lopez. I am getting very tired of this. Loud jet again
overhead. What are we, the landing pad for the Navy? It's late, time to
relax....not listen to jets landing. GO AWAY!!!!!
8:55pm. A distinct jet roar, just as we are closing up and getting ready to
sleep. So when we hear this, our anxiety rises. Is this a signal of night-time
jet noise? Will we really be able to get to sleep and/or not be awakened by
more jet noise?
unbelievable disruption of violent sound!
8:56pm. Jet roaring over South Lopez.
Noise going on all night
9:32pm. Oct 29. WHY DO YOU HAVE TO RUN GROWLERS AT NIGHT? Is
there NO PEACE? You abuse us by day and by night. What's the purpose?

To waste more money? To have something to do to justify your existence?
LOUD JET RUMBLING RIGHT NOW. S. Lopez.
It’s time for families to sleep and the engine run up blasts are shattering
10:01pm Oct 8 I was rudely awakened by what I thought was an
earthquake. I looked at my alarm clock, the rumbling went on, and on.
Deep, threatening. Should I get up & out? Nothing was moving just
vibrating.Then realized it was Growler engine run up.
Horrible, earth shaking noise descends over our home on Pavey Hill from
Growler practices. All concentration is lost, we are in a war zone. I know the
Navy thinks it's for our protection, but the Growler practice over our heads
is unbearable.
10:05pm, Oct 8. AGAIN. Deep percussive threatening rolling LOUD vibrating
roar from NASWI. The first one at 10:01 woke me. Now I am awake & I am
MAD. What business does the Navy have to make this kind of disruptive
noise at any time! Get out, Navy!
S Lopez, 8 Oct 20, Thur: 10:06pm - 72.6 d, 10:10pm - 68.4d, 10:12pm - 64.8d
- no sleep - noise continues until 11:30pm with a final BLAST at 11:45pm.
The insanity of subjecting homes to this is torture.
"Many, many jet noises around this time
Really loud"
Shaking entire house. Rattling windows. Very disturbing.
stressful.
"At this hour? What would it take for you, the Navy, to begin to understand
the harm you're causing unnecessarily and necessary reaction by
communities to protect themselves from you.
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Burlington. An incredibly LOUD jet just roared overhead. 8:44pm. This was
not an ordinary jet. Military jet. It is still roaring. Disturbing. The noise
covered over the TV.

The noise was not in 45 minute intervals it went on for hours. It was a
beautiful sunset and then the rest of the evening was jet noise permeating
ever moment.

shaking the house at 8:45 pm. no where to turn for relief. multiple flights
too low to be safe.

Hell in the sky and all around. Such a waste of life.

Two Growlers just went over while I was walking a dog. It scared me as well
as the dog which ran back in the house. These must have reached at least
110 decibels. They were insanely loud and bad on any living things hearing.
Please QUIT!!!!!!!!!!
Loud constant rumble. Disturbing sleep
STOP flying over us. It’s ridiculous.
Stop! You're hurting us!
Severe rumbling, can’t sleep
9pm? What the......

F*** em
Home from a long day of work after 9pm to what? The sounds of warcraft
tearing up the sky- just what anyone needs to recover and get up early to
head to the hospital again. Stress > Cortisol > chronic illness: heart disease
etc... Anacortes
Can’t sleep for all the noise
It’s so difficult to not be rude toward the navy for being responsible for this.
Awful deep rumbling/vibrating thunder shaking the back of my home at
9:15 at night- disturbing deep into the bones. Sounds like things explosions
to the south- terrible for local civilian health long term. Anacortes near the
ferry terminal

Almost 9 lastnight we were sitting on our porch, and whatever went over
was so low and loud it put me into a siezure. I dont know how long it was
overhead but it was at peast a few minutes. Felt like it was coming down on
us.

F.U.C.K the jets

Trying to sleep. Awful disruption

Carrier landing practice is making normal activity inside our home
impossible. Noise pollution ongoing for the past 2 hours.

Painfully loud right over the house. Daughter is studying remotely and can’t
even think, it is so loud in the house. Please stop! How is this legal to inflict
this stressful noise?

Really load and obnoxious noise coming from the planes flying just a cross
the water from my house.

Continuing FCLPs at OLF
Loud enough to disturb me inside my home with all windows closed.
Absurdly loud AND late!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Loud rambling and it was stated no landing practices and I have heard
several tonight.
We’re trying to sleep here. Knock off the damn noise.
No flights scheduled but still flights late at night
"Extremely loud rumbling Growlers flying over Port Townsend for two
nights in a row; disrupting sleep and ruining our peace and quiet. TERRIBLE
night flights
Thankfully the growlers seem to be gone for now and have given way to a
parade of droning, vibrating P3s. It is an improvement but still living in a
military training reserve- aka Anacortes near the ferry terminal. 9:55 pm
Second time I've heard their flights this loudly over Freeland. We did not
buy in the noise impact area on purpose. This is not acceptable.
repeatedly flying overhead like the monsters you stop torturing me day and
night F*** you F*** you F*** you F*** you F*** you F*** you F*** you
F*** you F*** you F*** you F*** you F*** you F*** you F*** you F*** you
F*** you F*** you F*** you F***you
FLCPs at OLF have been going on for hours. Would really like to open
windows and go to bed now. Please have some respect for those of us that
have to get up in the morning.
Sinister rumbling, deep and penetrating still wrecking the night sky and
impairing sleep- Anacortes 10:10 pm. Navy nightly abuse of the landscape
and its inhabitants
10:22 pm. Disgustingly loud. If an individual were responsible for this noise,
they’d be arrested.

Stop! Stop! Stop!
Too loud!Too loud!Too loud!Too loud!Too loud!Too loud!Too loud!Too
loud!Too loud!Too loud!Too loud!Too loud!Too loud!Too loud!Too loud!Too
loud!Too loud!Too loud!Too loud!Too loud!Too loud!Too loud!Too loud!Too
loud!Too loud!Too loud!Too loud!
Again with this non-sense?
Night flights were going on after 11pm at very loud volume. This makes it
very difficult for people who need to sleep to work the next day or children
who need their sleep for school the next day. Seriously? After 11pm?!
11 pm in Anacortes and still can’t sleep for intermittent screaming
warplanes. How is this acceptable or healthy for our community?
growlers are extremely loud at any volume and cause extreme emotional
and physical distress. flying in the middle of the night is inhumane and i
hope the people responsible die screaming along with their bootlicking
politician enablers. F*** you.
navy scum think its okay to torture even in the middle of the night
impossible to fall asleep with military scum shrieking overhead. evil
torturers and the bootlicking politicians who support them belong in hell
I was sitting at my table and the plane was vibrating the table AND the floor
as it passed by. Why was it flying over Port Townsend at 11 PM? Glad I
hadn't gone to bed yet but my neighbors have! Yuck!
It was a Growler - P3 sandwich today: growlers “early” then a parade of
whining, droning P3s, where sleep possible with white noise then woken up
2 times after 11pm by screaming growlers. Miserable in Anacortes.

10:14 PM? Really? How can you live with yourselves?
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Jets flying over our house last night woke our 9-year old son, frightening
and disorienting him, and continued for at least 20 minutes, making it
impossible to fall asleep.

It’s just stupid. The late hour the volume. The utter disregard for others and
our environment. Shame on those responsible for not locating these
growlers where less harm is done.

Skagit buildings shaking!

Flight directly over the house. Feels like a retaliation for our complaint by
phone two hours ago. Horrible noise that woke us up - again.

Unbelievable ! This late???
Quite loud jet noise woke up the kids. They wouldn't stop crying and my
wife and I had to go to work early the next day. Extremely unacceptable!!!
11:40 at night- yes nearly midnight and it sounds like the world is exploding
from the South. Navy torturing western Washington heard from Anacortes.
How is this possibly ok?
Said no flight practice until the 16th on Navy flight schedule. Repeated
flights late at night.
Now the navy growlers- metallic, ringing roaring, waxing waning is
disrupting my ability to hear the WA governors debate, after the VP debate.
Anacortes 8:15 pm. Such awful racket
Ugly, creepy, rumbling/thunder from the south from navy F-18s, constant,
some low vibrations to south side of my home in Anacortes. Very
disturbing- as always and as often. navy is abusing WA citizens. Take it
where few people live!
Fck em
F*** emSo loud despite being in a closed up home across Saratoga passage,
we could no longer watch our show on TV. House vibrated. Pretty startling.
Wondering if we had an air incident over our heads, since we are in Paine
field flight path.
F*** em

457 hazelwood dr.
Growler racket- The stuff of headaches, disturbing my ability to hear VP
debate on TV- Anacortes. I am actually trying to listen.
Noise finally seems to have ceased [Data entered at Midnight]
12:45pm. Oct 29. S. Lopez. Rumbling, vibrating jet noise.
Are we going to have 24/7 noise forever. It's terrible. No sleep there is a
noise ordinanace quite time 11 to 8am but the Navy is prob above the law.
9:18am. S Lopez OCT 29. There is almost constant roaring from jet activity
on Whidbey. Roaring Roaring. Like having a permanent headache.
9:20am. Oct 29. South Lopez. Again. I have to report again, the jet roaring
continues. Take-offs? Engine run-ups? I don't know, but the noise from 14
miles away comes right into my home. That's not acceptable.
9:23am, Oct 27. S. Lopez. HUGE Rumble and Vibration hits our home
AGAIN. Engine run-ups, jets taking off from Whidbey. It is disturbing. Feels
and sounds like an earthquake, and I have been in several. Is this what
legislators think is OK?
9:29am, Oct 27. S Lopez. ANOTHER huge rolling, thundering roar and
vibration pulsing from Whidbey. Navy refuses to mitigate. Legislators allow
that. Legislators allow the Navy to intrude into our homes? Apparently
they are all talk, no action.
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S Lopez, 2 Oct 20, Fri: 9:37am - 72.8 dec., 9:58am - 65 dec, 11:02am 63.4 dec
LOUD !!!

MAKERS WHO ALLOW THIS DREADFUL NOISE TO POLLUTE OUR
ENVIRONMENT AND DESTROY OUR ACOUSTIC ENVIRONMENT .

Doe Bay Orcas Island

S Lopez, 9:59am. LOUD rumbling roar from NASWI

South Lopez 10:42am. Oct 29. Another booming bombing roar from NASWI.

Dogs started barking with the deep rumbling noise. Agitation begins.

9:44am. 10/29. Jet rumbling and vibrations continue to be heard and felt. S.
Lopez. So tired of this. Like living next to SeaTac...Like having a coal train
rolling through the front yard..... Like an earthquake.

Extremely loud

The vibration shaking the bolts on our house

Hiking on Chadwick Hill, they made several passes, and I needed to protect
my ears as they passed over. Flying unreasonably low, It appeared to have
been growlers, hard to tell...

I work from home for OPALCO, the members on the phone asked what the
noise was. I had to ask them to repeat what they where saying, it was that
loud. All the Windows were closed. I may not have the time right. It was this
morning before 11.

S Lopez, 6 Oct 20, Tue: No FCLP scheduled. The morning starts with
ROARING - 10:01am, 10:02am, 10:04am, 10:15am, 10:27am. Decibels range
from 65 - 75 inside the house. 75 - 85 outside. Another day wearing Bose
head phones? So exhausting !

9:47am, 10/6. HUGE rumbling vibrating roar from Whidbey, and a
prolonged roar that sounds like a jet rising. Disturbing. Felt the vibration. S.
Lopez.

Loud jet

OCT 1 Sometime before 10 am this morning, while I was on a zoom call,
interrupted by loud roaring jet somewhere above. Loud enough to disturb
my ability to hear the conversation and participate in it. I am working from
home. Difficult. S Lopez.

Lowest jet flight over Lopez ever

Horrible roaring. Unsettling, Disturbing. Unhealthy. HORRIBLE
Roaring roaring roaring. HORRIBLE NOISE, HORRIBLE SENSATION, HORRIBLE
HORRIBLE HORRIBLE
HORRIBLE roaring. Feels just short of sonic boom. This is a DREADFUL
sensation, not healthy for any living creature. SHAME ON THE POLICY

10:02am, 10/6. Rumbling Vibration from NASWI. Loud and deep.

10:03am, 10/6. On a conference call with noise cancelling headphones on
and suddenly I am BLASTED with jet noise overhead. I cannot get away to
see what it is, but it sounds like it might be more than one jet. BEING
BOMBED!!!!! S. Lopez.
Very loud
Went very low over our house, then it either came back in our direction or
another one came over. If they can't fly well enough to avoid such low
flights that do not avoid populated areas they should not be flying these
multi-million dollar machines
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10:04am 10/6 S Lopez Incredible noise, ongoing roar of jets over S. Lopez.
What is going on with all the very loud jet noise this morning? From inside
the house with windows closed the sound from the jets is intensely loud.
Oct 6, 10:06am. S. Lopez. DEEP THROBBING ROAR of one or more jets over
us.
When I indicate type of aircraft "I don't know" - I do know this is Navy
Whidbey jet noise and it is not P3
2nd screaming over flight
10:08am. October 6. Incredible jet roaring overhead. Sounds like they are
on a race track above us. Feeling like they think there is a war down here.
South end, Lopez.
Very disruptive low flying growler flights over south end of Lopez Island.
House shakes, tasks requiring concentration are impossible to do. Also
extremely loud ongoing bursts of noise coming from Ault Field, NASW.

10:16am. Oct 6. I have been on a zoom call, with noise cancelling
headphones and the continuous roaring of the jets overhead is interfering
with my ability to hear and concentrate. The Navy is INVADING MY HOME.
Jets roaring overhead right now.
10:17am. 10/2. LOUD LOUD LOUD jet roar. I am on a zoom call and have
totally lost concentration due to jet noise. South Lopez.
10:17am Oct 6. The ROARING CONTINUES. I will continue to report this
continuous attack on us. It is pervasive and disruptive. The Navy is WAY
OUT OF LINE on this.
LOUD Growler overhead disturbed my grandson.
10:19am October 6. S. Lopez. The Navy has obviously declared war on
Lopez. This is egregious. Rumbling and vibrating wall of jet noise from
NASWI.
The vultures are trying to migrate on thermals and being disrupted by the
jets. It’s making our barn shake continuous jets!

"I lost track of all the times the planes went over as I was working in my
garden.

10:21am. Oct 6. S. Lopez. MORE rumbling vibration from Whidbey. This
has been a prolonged attack on us this morning. DISRUPTIVE.

It was consistent and disturbing"
Too loud to eat a peaceful dinner! STOP FLYING HERE. Ken S

10:21am, Oct 27. LOUD LOUD LOUD jet roaring. SWOOPING and ROARING.
S. Lopez.

Very loud with vibration felt in my chair.j

"Terribly loud, very very low flyover

Wow, so pleasant when the blast of extreme noise stops. It is a shocking
relief, such a blessing to have quiet even though it is only lasting a couple of
minutes before we are hit again with loud noise from jets. My ear is starting
to ache...

There's no fog today, no need to be so low "
Another very loud, very low flyover
10:24am. Oct 6. The noise continues. Now an EXPLOSIVE BLAST of jet noise
above us. penetrates our home. As if a bomb dropped. WHAT IS GOING ON?
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IS THE NAVY CONDUCTING A HATE CAMPAIGN AGAINST US? THEY ARE OUT
OF CONTROL.
LOUD jet overhead. 10:24am. October 29. South Lopez. The noise blotted
out the Zoom I am on.
Still, the background rumbling going on!
They continue and continue, low and loud over the south end of Lopez
Out walking and had to put my hands over my ears it was so loud in the
Village.
S Lopez, 8Oct20, Thur: Another hideous noise day - and, no FCLP's sched.
10:25am - Overflight 72.3 dec., 10:53am - 11:15am constant ROARING from
Ault plus overflights while on a walk .
10:25am, 10/27. S. Lopez. Morning of disruption & abuse by the Navy.
Now, loud, roaring and screaming jet noise above us. Still going on Still
going on Still going on. Noise monitoring does not take into account
echoing over water. Still going on.

10:27am Oct 28. S Lopez. A continuous jet roar, maybe two of them. Noise
is coming from different directions. It is deep and rolling and continuous.
Still going on. The noise continues.... The noise just marches right into our
home.
Growlers traveling roughly East to west. Excruciatingly loud blasts. One
after the other.
the only good thing about all the loud jet noise this morning, I'm hoping
they are all leaving to go somewhere else! Oh what a joyous event that
would be to those of us subjected to the jet noise. We don't object to some
noise.
10:28am. OCT 6. South Lopez. Now: Consistent loud roaring jet...maybe
more, but I can't see outside because I am working. Incessant. Penetrating.
Invasive.
10:28am. Oct 28. The jet noise continues. Now there is a Growler
overhead, heading north-ish. Screaming. And the other rolling deep noise is
also going on. Very disruptive.

10:26AM. OCTOBER 6. LOUD JET ROARING. PROLONGED JET NOISE OVER
SOUTH LOPEZ. IT IS NON-STOP. I have stayed in hotels right next to Sea-Tac
airport and I hear NOTHING LIKE THIS. LEGISLATORS: Pay Attention!!! Navy
is out of control.

Flyover

Very low LOUD Growler flying below clouds heading North.

Thunderous disruptive noise from NASW, ongoing and extremely loud.

10:26am. Oct 29. ANOTHER Growler overhead. I can see it. Very loud
scream and roar. South Lopez.

Roaring in background. The south end of Lopez has to be pummeled right
now. The roaring puts me on edge.

Flyover

10:30am, 10/6 S. Lopez. We are thirty minutes into the Navy engaged in war
games over us. The noise is CRUSHING. It sounds like jets are on a racetrack

Horrible, earth shaking noise from Growler practice over our house on
Pavey hill on Lopez. Disrupts all concentration and ability to think. It feels as
though the planes are flying very low and too close, rattling our home.
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over us. THIS IS ABUSE. If this goes on much longer I will have to leave my
home. Nerves shredded.
Flyovers plus other loud engine noise from ault
Two growlers about 5 minutes apart. Were unable to talk outside.
For several days now the Growlers have been flying directly over the center
of Lopez South to North. Their appearance and rumbling roar is so very
disconcerting and harmful to the human body.
Really loud this morning! I did not note the exact time but somewhere
between 10:00 and 11:00. Never had them fly over town like that. I am a
private pilot who lives near Eastsound’s airport and used to small aircraft
noise. This was bad!

Approximately 1/4 mile north of my house on Bay Shore Road Causeway - a
Growler flew over me. Interrupted my science podcast research work. Also
left vm on noise complaint messaging system at Naval Air Station Whidbey
Island.
10:37am. Oct 6. The roaring goes on. Jet noise everywhere. Cannot get
away from it. headphones do not help. Noise is deep and penetrating.
10:39am, Oct 6. This is too much. Jet noise pounding us. Roaring overhead
and everywhere. I have to leave and see if the north of Lopez is any quieter.
My nerves are shot.
So loud my child yelled “turn off that jet noise”. Could not hear tv or
conversations in our home and we had to cover our ears. UNACCEPTABLE.
Flying too low bc of the fog today, guaranteed.

10:31am. Oct 28. ANOTHER SCREAMING AND ROARING GROWLER LOW
OVERHEAD. Heading north-ish. A continuous offensive roar of jet noise.
South Lopez.

Please stop

Extended period of engine noise

10:45am Oct 1st. Huge roar from jet activity. Doors and windows closed,
but noise fills my home.

Fog bank is starting to come in, but that doesn't require the very low
flyovers that are occurring.

Direct flyover

Constant engine noise for the last hour

10:35am. Oct 6. The war goes on. Jet roaring all around.

this whole day was disturbed by growlers.

S Lopez, 23Oct20, Fri: 4 hours of hellish noise. 10:37am -m 2:25pm.
Everything is vibrating. OVERFLIGHTS + ROARING FROM AULT is causing us
to leave our homes to escape the deafening noise pressure. Decibels= 65.4 85.4 in the house. Help!

Earth shattering. Overhead. Like warfare on us

Lots more times of flyovers, but I wasn't at the computer to record these

this is why i never where masks in public anything i can do to hurt navy
scum is welcome. the plague didn't disrupt their daily torture activities one
bit it only made me feel trapped even more. anacortes is just a bunkhouse
for military scum. die.
"Loud, low, South to North.
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Over our house.

South end, Lopez. Jet noise! Jet noise! Jet noise. Disruptive roaring.

Several times."

Long duration extremely loud flyover

What the heck??? My house is shaking! Three flyovers, at least.

11:14am. S Lopez. Oct 29. First the scream of the jet and then the roar.
LOUD jet overhead. Long roar afterward. Still roaring.

terribly disrupting!
Walking our dogs over the course of 1/2 hour, this jet passed over us 4
times over President channel and the West end of Orcas Island. If this was a
national emergency, why was there only 1 VERY LOUD AND DISRUPTIVE
JET????
This is insanely loud and disrespectful and disruptive/ how can we live like
this?!
11:02am Oct 9. Mud Bay. Just had the misfortune to be outside. Sudden
SCREAM, then SHRIEKING ROAR as TWO GROWLERS roared low overhead,
south-ish toward north-ish. That is ABUSIVE behavior. There is no need to
fly so low over populated areas.
11:03am. October 2. Huge rumbling roar Vibrating roar. Lasts a LONG
time.

Ominous rumbling - very disturbing.
11:15am, Oct 26. Outside. Just endured a horrific roar from jet over South
Lopez. Low steady roar, penetrating, deafening. growlers are the WRONG
jet here. The loudest jet. And in a populated area. It is a crime.
low overhead, loud enough it freaked my dog out
Time approximate. Scared my cat! Shook the house.
Couldn’t carry on a conversation
The jet disturbed my research work. There were 2 flights over my house at
11:20 am and 11:30 am. Also called NASWI Noise Complaint Desk and left
vm about the noise pollution.

Engine run up from Ault

Oct 22. South Lopez. VERY LOUD NAVY jet overhead. The noise seems to be
everywhere.

Today again.

#NAME?

11:05am. Oct 9. ANOTHER SCREAMING GROWLER JET OVER MUD BAY. I
AM INSIDE NOW SINCE BEING DEAFENED OUTSIDE TWO MINUTES AGO BY
TWO GROWLERS LOW OVERHEAD. The Navy is an ABUSER with obvious
mission of "We don't care, we just do what we want."

Extremely loud and disturbing

'Flyover - very loud.

I'm trying to teach a class, and I cannot hear anyone because there are noisy
jets flying over my house.

Growler noise plus really loud (commercial?) jet overhead simultaneously
Non stop noise the last 45 minutes
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COULDNT EVEN HEAR MY VACUUM! NOT OK! AT LEAST STICK TO YOUR
DESIGNATED FLIGHT PATTERNS! THIS SOUND IS THE SOUND OF EVIL!

Stuff rattling and n the house from the vibrations

So. Much. Noise

I was working outside and had to cover my ears and wait to finish a
conversation.

Dishes rattling inside the house

"We love every bit of jet noise. Keep it coming loud long and clear

Loud

Second grower.

Doe Bay Orcas Island

Multiple fly overs Davis Bay Area. Extremely loud and long duration.

Extremely loud flyovers of Growlers over our house on the south end of
Lopez Island. Deafening and disruptive. All morning long. Ongoing abuse
from the Navy

Return fly by again. Usually I'm at work so this was a surprise how loud the
planes actually are. Animals all froze and it's hard to do much until it
passes.

Four passes first was extremely loud

They've flown over several times this morning. I couldn't even hear the
person on my phone call.

Very loud jets flew over around 11:30am or so. I saw one directly overhead
flying east/southeast. I had heard another one earlier, but did not see it.
Could have been the same jet, but not sure.

Another very loud flyover- 11:38 AM. More thunderous blasts from
Whidbey NAS.

Also several other flights around this time

TERRIBLE! INVASION! LEAVE US ALONE!

Jets screaming overhead multiple times.

LOUD JET OVERHEAD, 11:51am. October 6. South Lopez.

I could hear my kid telling her teacher online that yes, it sounds like the sky
is falling, it’s the Growlers.

Yet another deafening, low flying Growler overflight above our house on
the south end of Lopez Island. The Navy is toxic to our health and well
being.

"Sometime around 11:30, two separate incidents. Flew in so low and so
loud that you spooked my horses. If they run through a fence and need
major vet bills or euthanasia, what recourse do I have?
Keep your jets on course, which means not over Orcas."
Had to pause work meeting because I could not hear.

11:57am. Oct 1. VERY LOUD DEEP penetrating roaring over South Lopez
Unbelievably Loud over house
Multiple fly overs beginning at noon and continuing until at least 2pm.
Some loud enough to halt activities outside.
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Love you guys but several pilots are showing off and flying extra low and
faster than normal. Probably have friends staying here or something.
Nevertheless can you please fly over Victoria and mess with the lame ass
Canadians?:)
I finally decided I'd had enough at noon after continuing loud, low flights
right over my house. But they continued and continued and even got
worse. Seems now their EIS comment period is over, they remind us that
they exist and could care less
Also a couple of more flights around this time
Direct flyover
Direct flyovers. No excuse
S Lopez, 7Oct20, Wed: 12:06pm, Overflight - 88.6 decibels in the house!
Everything shaking! 12:34pm 72.8 dec., Overflight (again). 4:13pm, another
overflight - 75.3 dec on house. 7pm - HUGE ROARS in the house 75 - 85 dec.
9:22pm - ROARING 85d.

Yet another house shaking Growler fly over- our home on the south end of
Lopez Island. Looks like many hours of disruptive noise are in store for us for
the rest of the day.
Flyovers plus other disruptive engine noise 12:19pm, Oct 2. I think one of the main problems is that the Growlers are
flying over water. Sound carries. So while folks think "Oh, that flight path is
way over there". I am here to say that we get noise slammed into our home
regardless. Like NOW.
Give us a break!
Engine noise (runups) all morning. The vibrations are painful
Around 12:30 pm. Walking to the Lopez South End Store. Huge burst of jet
roar, on and on. Very loud.
12:39pm. Oct 16. Loud jet roaring over Mud Bay, Lopez. very loud.
Several other times around this with flyovers and noise

Jet noise hasn’t stopped all morning. It wears a person down

LOUD Growler overhead scarring my grandson and disrupting play!

12:10pm. Oct 1. Bothered a few minutes ago while outside talking with a
person seeking directions. LOUD LOUD Jet over us. Could not hear each
other. South Lopez.

12:48pm. Oct 15. South Lopez. A HUGE rumbling and roaring vibration from
jet engine run-up/take-off at Whidbey. The vibration just goes right
through the body, as if rolling thunder is on top of the house.

12:10pm. SCREAMING Navy jet over our home. In the yard, talking with a
contractor and the noise hurt my ears! South Lopez.

12:55pm. Tremendous BOOM from a jet roaring over South Lopez. It was
deafening, and it just kept roaring and roaring, as if the sky was breaking
apart.

Endless noise- another low flying Growler over our house. The torture from
the Navy continues to harm our health and life activities.

12:50. Oct 15. Now what's going on? Just reported a rumbling vibration,
and now we have persistent deep and loud rumbling in the sky. All doors
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and windows closed, yet it sounds like we have a jet roaring and aiming
straight for us. South Lopez.
All day.
Ongoing loud rumbling
So much noise all morning, still continuing
S Lopez, 28Oct20, Wed: 12:58pm - 1:55pm Everything rattling - sounds like
engine testing - What ever happened to Larsen & Murray's promise of a
HUSH HOUSE to mute the engine testing? !!!! Just another lie.
1:04pm, Oct 1. S. Lopez. Big roar of a jet, probably south of us, but the roar
penetrates our home. That jet is TOO LOUD.
Also other flights around this time
More FCLPs at OLF
1:17pm Oct 29. S. Lopez. Rolling loud jet noise and roar.
1:22pm. Oct 15. SCREAMING AND SHRIEKING JET over our home. Don't
know what it was because I did not rush out to look, but characteristic Navy
jet noise. LONG and LOUD. South Lopez.
1:22pm, Oct 30. LOUD ROARING jet noise over South Lopez. The roaring is
prolonged. Still going on.
1:53pm. Oct 29. S. Lopez. A lot of loud rolling jet noise.
i am going to kill myself to make the torture stop. nobody cares what is
happening to me. this has been eleven years of unrelenting agony
very very loud

Double flyover a few hundred yards right over me. Ear splitting
LOW LOUD GROWLER
"Returning from Blossom Grocery and very loud Growler flew right over..
Direct fly over.
1:43pm. Mud Bay Oct 14. Ridiculously loud and crushing jet roar. Woke my
husband up from sleep he needs. This is ABUSE by the Navy. These jets are
TOO LOUD and DISRUPTIVE. Get out of here!
Two growlers traveling roughly south to north. Very loud.
1:45pm. ANOTHER loud Navy jet over South Lopez. TOO LOUD!!!!!
Growler flights have been passing over my home for the past several hours
(10-23-20, starting before noon) and ranging from loud to extremely loud
(painful).
today it is being raped every few minutes by another military monster only
the most vile people in the world would do this for a living i hope your
children die screaming and sobbing like me
1:49pm. Oct 15. S.Lopez. ANOTHER LOUD JET NOISE OVER SOUTH LOPEZ.
Now, the question is: Is it safe for me to take a walk outside? It is always a
toss-up. I have often been subjected to DEAFENING jet roars (like this one)
while walking for exercise.
Very loud, very low flyover with landing gear down, sound continued 3
minutes as Growler circled in the area.
2 Growlers were so loud that I had to cover my ears for fear of hearing loss.
They were going over Mud Bay Rd, at the south end of Lopez Island, going
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from south to north. A few minutes later, two went east to west, over Icicle
Point.
Direct flyover plus loops
Several earlier Navy Whidbey growler flights between noon and now.
Another flight noise at 1:59pm

Uncounted flyovers in thepasthour
Ridiculous loud flyover
"The jets have been circling my house all morning. Now they are circling
more often. Non stop noise all day is very exhausting.

Explosive decibels.

The recent plane was so loud it disrupted a meeting I was having. All the
people listening on Zoom could hear it."

Woke me up

Have missed reporting several others jet noises.

1:53pm. Oct 29. S Lopez. Loud jet noise overhead, maybe 2. I am on a
ZOOM conference and can't look out the window, but it is LOUD!

2:09PM. OCT 8. Another screaming and roaring jet over South Lopez.

"Screamingly loud

2:10pm. Oct 8. And AGAIN. ANOTHER LOUD AND SCREAMING AND
ROARING JET OVER US. WHAT ARE WE, THE NEW NAVY LANDING STRIP?

Sound continues for a few minutes as jet approaches, flies over, turns, flies
away. Still here rumble 5 minutes after first jet noise"

Disrupted my research study. Also called Whidbey Island Navy Base and left
complaint.

1:59pm. Oct 8. S. Lopez. Lots of jet noise in the skies. Sounds like jets are
just looping around. The loud Navy jets do not belong over populated areas.
It's time for the Navy to get these jets out of here. Time for legislators to get
some sense.

10/28. S. Lopez. A lot of jet noise in the air. I am trying to concentrate, but
the waves of noise are annoying.

I called this in as well. Approx 2 PM, very very low and exceptionally louder
than I have ever heard and I have lived on the island for 36 years. It went on
and on and on. My ear is still aching the next day. I am not kidding.

Frightened our dog. I had to interrupt a work phone call and wait until the
sound had passed before I could continue. This is a real problem when
working from home in a job that involves lots of phone calls with clients.
There has been a jet or jets flying over and over just recently, within the
past 20 minutes...Here it comes again. Circling our area?

2:02pm. Oct 8. ROARING AND SCREAMING JET OVER SOUTH LOPEZ. RIGHT
NOW!!! THIS IS EXCESSIVE EXCRUCIATING NOISE AND CONSTITUTES ABUSE
OF THE PUBLIC.

Very fast, ridiculously LOUD GROWLER just flew by. # 5 TODAY!!!

4th low load Growler overhead

Multiple times today , very disturbing

Painfully loud when outdoors
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2:12pm. Oct 16. What is this LOUD jet noise in the Lopez Village? What are
those Navy jets doing here? Their noise is too loud.
2:13pm. Oct 28. S Lopez. Jet overhead. The roaring interfered with a Zoom
presentation I was making. Too loud, with a prolonged roar. Very
distracting. I am just trying to work, for goodness sake, yet the Navy roars
all over me.

"Maybe the wind is a added factor or the incompetence of todays pilots but
it is much worse that usual..Simply unbearable, my ears are ringing inside
the house.
"Wish I had the time to document all the jet noise. There have been many
other jet noise incidents this afternoon. Want to enjoy the sunshine on the
water, hear the waves - no natural noise allowed thanks to Whidbey

Very disruptive to conversation

Flyover so low, so loud

Loud jets roaring over Woodman Hall, middle part of Lopez. Shrieking and
roaring. 2:15pm on Oct 16.

3:10pm. Oct 14. S Lopez. Thunderous jet noise over Mud Bay. TOO
LOUD!!!!

2:25pm. Oct 6, S. Lopez. Loud and rumbling jet noise in the sky. Out
walking and the noise is oppressive.

3:20pm. The skies are rumbling from jet noise. South Lopez.

very loud even inside my house

Interrupted business call. Could not hear voice of client on phone.

South Lopez 2:30pm Oct 14. Loud jet noise.

3:26pm. 10/27 S Lopez. I was vacuuming & suddenly heard & felt a much
deeper & louder noise than the vacuum. Panic. What was wrong? Turned
the vacuum cleaner off & to my relief it was not blowing apart. It was a
damned Navy jet. ROARING LOUD.

South end, Lopez. 2:32pm on Oct 6. Persistent loud jet noise in the skies.
Noise from Whidbey.

3:30pm, Oct 27. South Lopez. Outside and the jet noise comes booming
into the airspace. Very loud, and stops conversation.

Woke me up

Engine noise steady the last half hour

2:47pm. Oct 28. S Lopez. Rumbling and vibrating roars from Whidbey.
Always gives me the PTSD of earthquake experience.

Super low flyover Jet engine noise concurrent with more distant ongoing
engine niise

2:50pm. Oct 28. S Lopez. ANOTHER rumbling and vibrating roar from
Whidbey.

4pm Oct 15 Loud roaring jet noise. South Lopez

frightening, disorienting, violating!

Other times also

Ear splitting flyover

such a violation, constantly
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"Wow, we had a break in the noise. But back again with more intensity.
Windows rattling. We hear the noise coming, we hear the noise above us,
we hear the noise during the turns, we hear the noise in the distance.

Wow, I'm reviewing a transcript regarding the Courts martial of black
soldiers in 1917 in Texas for mutiny. How ironic! These black soldiers faced
Jim Crow and threats. I'm facing assault from the Growlers.

4:16pm. Oct 8. LOUD jet over South Lopez. Ripping the air.

4:45pm. Very loud and prolonged jet roaring over South Lopez. It just goes
on and on and on. An intrusive noise.

Navy jet noise continues. There were many times this afternoon I was not
able to get to the computer to list the times. Just say it has been an assault
on us day.
Terribly loud. Dog followed me out of the house and immediately retreated
back inside due to the noise. Still going on at 4:20pm another flyover.
One of many excruciating ear shattering flyovers of the day since predawn
hours.

Disturbed my work - broke concentration on research project. One of two
flyovers my house. Also note one other flight this day @ 7:56 PM interrupted dinner.
4:50pm 10/21 South Lopez. Very loud jet noise in the skies. As if they are
taking off from Whidbey and then flying at low altitude because the noise is
so deep and and pervasive.

Continual flyovers, continual extremely loud noise

South Lopez. 5:09pm. 10/21. Very loud jet noise echoing all around us. It
could be many jets, that is how loud it sounds. Working outside and I have
to cover my ears.

We are not the enemy, we are the taxpayers, please help us to be able to
live with a bit of quiet"

Around 5:10pm or so. While walking outside, my ears and body were
pummeled by a BLAST of jet noise, Booming. Very very unpleasant.

Flyover

Terrible engine run up noise from ault

In Coupeville. They are flying, though not scheduled. Outrageous terrorism.
Waste of taxpayer money!

S. Lopez. October 21, 5:13pm The jet noise is throbbing, echoing all around,
ongoing. Disruptive.

"Understand I really have better things to do that report all the jet noise.
You probably think I am misleading as I have submitted so many reports.
But that is what it is like for us. I'm not even capturing 1/2 of what we have
experienced today.

Inside a well insulated home, speaking with my partner about the day's
work, only to be totally disrupted by the Growlers flying over. Rhea

"Another intensely loud assault

Rattling the windows, fortunately a short blast, just 30 second of I can't hear
anything else going on around me.

Ridiculously LOAD GROWLER OVERHEAD!!!
Interrupted my phone conversation, inside the house. Could not hear
*anything* other than the loud jet flying west to east right above me.
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S Lopez, 21Oct20, Wed: 5:20pm - overflight 74.9 decibel in the house - 84.9
outside.
5:22pm, Oct 21. It is IMPOSSIBLE to be outside. It sounds like the sky is
tearing apart. The sky is FILLED with jet roaring, screaming and roaring.
This is abusive behavior by the Navy. I came inside and still heard it filling
our home. S Lopez.

6:32pm. Oct 21. ANOTHER Roaring and BOOMING loud jet over South
Lopez. First it is a SCREAM, then a ROAR, and then a sudden BOOM. Is is
turning around? VERY LOUD AND DISTURBING.
Run up blasts. Shaking the house
The jet was so loud that I was unable to talk on the phone and had to put on
hearing protection. It was stressful and caused anxiety.

Just finished dinner, inside my well insulated home, and the Growler
overflight was so loud that I knew it was way too low. I can't believe this is
allowed to happen.

Interrupted dinner conversation inside. Very loud.

Disrupted my research study. Also called Whidbey Island Navy Base and left
complaint.

6:58pm. Oct 15. LOUD jet over our home. Disturbing conversation. South
Lopez.

S Lopez, 8 Oct 20, Thur: 5pm -9pm - Low ROARS, giant ROARS, CONSTANT
punctuated by screaming Growlers overhead. No FCLP's sched - just NOISE
AND MORE NOISE !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Disrupted my research. Also called Navy Whidbey Base to complain.

Flying directly over San Juan’s. One of the loudest ever
6:06pm. Loud jet roaring noise. South Lopez.
Continual rumbling for the last 1/2 hr
Had to yell to be heard over it.
6:28pm Oct 8. Dinner Time and we are blasted with a jet roaring above.
South Lopez.
6:29pm. Oct 21 S. Lopez. LOUD jet roaring over us. The noise comes right
into the house. Louder than the TV. Long roar.

Extremely loud

7:08pm. Oct 15. S Lopez. Roaring, echoing, deeply thundering jet noise over
Mud Bay. The noise is prolonged and overwhelms TV and dinner
conversation. Still roaring... Still roaring..... Maybe there is more than one
up there or it is circling.
Time is approximate, but pretty close. Cousin came to the island camping
for one night with her extremely disabled daughter. A growler or
something came over to the west of us, very low and ear-splittingly loud.
Then came around again.
Varying noise all afternoon with very loud outbursts
Were in Port Townsend, neR the hospital. The Growlers have been audible
for the past 15 min, and still going. Trying to eat dinner while our house
vibrates.
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low rumble because they are relatively far away ... yet I can feel my brain
vibrate from the EMF's ... now I cannot hear them, but I still feel the effect
... wtf are are Growlers doing?
Flyovers and run ups have been destroying the peace all evening. Spilling jet
fuel over our heads , emitting exhaust into the atmosphere
wow navy whidbey noise continues...
late evening loud low overflight
Glad to be home and settle in when bombarded by 2 overflights of a
Growler in sequence. My 90 year old Lopez friend reported that she
grabbed both sides of her bed and kept saying to herself, "It will be over
soon. Surely it will stop soon."
Very loud noise outside. No conversation possible during flyover.

Was wanting to go to bed early tonight, but Growlers have a different idea
about peace and quiet.
Loud blasts just as we are ready to go to bed. The Growlers at NAS Whidbey
do not respect citizens' rights for freedom from intrusive noise. This is
harmful to our health and well being. The Navy needs to be held responsible
for its actions.
Sounds like a war overhead with direct flyovers at 10 at night
S Lopez, 14Oct20, Wed: 10:15pm - 10:30pm and beyond. Finally put on
noise canceling headphones. Trying to rest. Someone in our home is ill. So
hard to deal with all the jarring ROARING AND BLASTING. GROWLERS are
stealing our peace of mind.
"Oh could we please have quiet to be able to sleep
Noise all day and now well into the night

Around 8pm last night, the entire house shook and they were flying with
their gear down. We obviously hear these Growlers all the time, but last
night was horrifically loud!
Engine noise continues throughout the night

We aren't the enemy
Extremely low flyover
Hours of engine run up
more and more

Disturbed my work. Also called the Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Noise
Complaints and left complaint of this noise pollution.

Plus many other loud flyovers

Non stop noise tonight, still continuing

REALLY LOUD!!! OUT OF FLIGHT PATTERN!

Directly over houses--extremely loud and disturbing
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Several flyovers near this time.While actively using a 25 ton wood splitter
and wearing 30db ear protection the growlers were ear splitting.How can
they keep lying to us about the damage these jets are doing to the health of
civilians.
7:56pm. South Lopez. 10/21. ANOTHER LOUD JET ROARING. The noise
comes right into our home. The Navy, apparently, has the right to invade
out homes?? LEGISLATORS: The Navy is NOT right for this populated area.
Jet noise continues. When will this stop? Help please. 4:20pm, 10/1 Just
came in from short walk. Short because it was so unpleasant. Might as well
have been walking next to a Sea Tac Runway. The percussive deep
roaring...take-offs and gain in altitude I guess. Continuous. Noisy and
threatening. S Lopez
Another intensely loud flyover. We hear the approach, we are subjected to
the overhead assault, we hear the turn, we hear the continuation. Help
please
6:54pm, SUNDAY 10/25. What the heck was that? HUGE screaming roar
from jet above. Long roar, with the long follow-up roar characteristic of a
Growler. Sounded like it was going to land on our roof. South Lopez.
So far 3 very low passes after 11pm in central Anacortes and it sounds like
they are going for more. Unacceptable abuse.
I was abrubtly woken from a deep sleep by a Growler flying over MacKaye
Harbor and our home.
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